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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to analyze and to compare 
the errors of a one-year typewriting group with the errors 
of a three-year typewriting group in typing selected timed 
writing tests and to study the implications of the findings 
for improving instruction in typewriting. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems of this study included the 
following: 
1. To determine the total frequency of occurrence of 
each letter of the alphabet appearing in ten timed 
writing tests. 
2. To compare the most frequent errors made by the 
three-year typewriting students, Group I, with the 
most frequent errors ot the one-year typewriting 
students, Group II, in typing the letters of the 
alphabet in selected timed writing tests. 
3. To compare the total number of errors made on each 
letter of the alphabet in the ten timed writing 
tests by the three-year typewriting students, Group I, 
and the one-year typewriting students, Group II. 
4· To determine the relationship between the frequency 
of occurrence of letters in the test material with 
Boston University 
School of Education 
~ ~ibrar~ ~ _ 
the frequency of errors on the letters made by 
the students in the tests. 
5. To study the implications of the findings for 
improving instruction in typewriting. 
Justification of the Problem 
Blackstone and Smithl describe the modern views of the 
up-to-date teacher in regard to assisting the student with 
his difficulties: 
The modern teacher, instead of merely urging the 
student to be more accurate, begins to analyze 
the rais take the student has made. Perhaps she 
discovers that the pupil is continually striking 
the letter r for the letter t, and that most of 
his errors ire on that particular reach. She 
calls the student's attention to his difficulty; 
gives h~ drills that will enable him to learn 
to differentiate between the two reaches; and 
can probably effect great improvement in the 
student's accuracy. 
That there is a definite need for the analysis of 
students• errors and the systematic recording of difficulties 
on error and technique charts, is evidenced by Skeeles:2 
There are typists who have been writing for years , 
typing hundreds of words every working day, but 
all this practice has not perfected their skill 
in typing. They still write only twenty or thirty 
words a minute, still make several mistakes on 
!Blackstone, E. G., and Smith, Sofrona L., Improvement 
of Instruction !a Tzpewritins, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
1949, p. 352. 
2skeeles, Arthur G., How and Whz Practice Makes Perfect, 
The Gregg Publishing Company; New York, 1927, p. 2. 
2 
every page, and for all their experience are mediocre 
typists. Practice has given them facility, but has 
not made their writing perfect. 
3 
McGilll is in agreement with Skeeles in regard to elimi-
nating some of the shortcomings that are found in typists' 
work in the business world: 
Undoubtedly there must be much room for improvement 
in typewriting instruction, or we would not see so 
many people coming out of school who cannot type a 
useable copy of any kind. Too many teachers are 
teaching typewriting only because they can type 
thirty, forty, or fifty words a minute. In many 
cases no consideration is given to the teaeners• 
knowledge of the fundamentals involving the methods 
and the procedures in typewriting instruction. 
Much can be done toward correcting typewriting 
difficulties through error analysis. 
Although a normal amount of correction in typewritten 
work is acceptable to the businessman, too many corrections 
are costly to the owner of the business. This is an expense 
to the business just as any operating expense is. Forkner2 
describes this cost of error as follows: 
Suppose the typist or transcriber must retype one 
out of five of each item typed or transcribed 
because of careless errors. This is an additional 
20~ loss to the employer. These things need to be 
pointed out to each young person before graduation. 
• • • 
Teachers should use care in stressing cost tactors 
to make certain the students understand that the 
lMcGill, Esby C. , "Typewriting El-ror Analysis," The 
Balance Sheet, October, 1943, vol. 25, p. 62-65. ---
2Forkner, Hamden L., "Errors Cost too Much!" Dictaphone 
Education Forum, April-May, 1954, p. 8. 
employer is not going to adopt a slave-driving 
attitude toward the workers; but rather that he 
has a right to expect to receive good service 
if he pays for it. 
With reference to this important problem. Forknerl 
further states that: 
One of the major problems in connection with the 
teaching of cost factors to our students is that 
one of the most expensive things a transcriber 
or typist does is stop to erase •••• 
It is probably a safe estimate in terms of today 1s 
costs to say that every erasure made by a typist 
or transcriber costs the employer about five 
cents. If the typist makes twenty corrections a 
day, the employer has an additional dollar of 
expense to absorb. If he has a number of typists, 
the amount becomes substantial over the period of 
a year. 
Felter2 is of the opinion that teachers of typewriting 
should use the results of the research studies of the 
4 
foremost typewriting authorities, for the purpose of analyz-
ing a student's errors and recommending suitable corrective 
work: 
'Why cannot we use these findings of men like Book, 
Smith, and Lessenberry? Their findings are indica-
tive of what difficulties the average pupil makes 
under ordinary conditions,• you say. Of course we 
can use their results. Where? In our teaching and 
drill periods. We cannot use them to discover the 
results of our teaching, for they merely show what 
the weaknesses of the average group may be. It 
1~., p. 8-9 
2Felter, Emma, "General Principles of Diagnostic Testing 
and Remedial Teaching As Applied to Typewriting," Second 
Yearbook, Commercial Education Association of New York City 
and Vicinity, Brooklyn, 1932, p. 46. 
does not follow that your particular class has all 
or many of these weaknesses, nor does it follow 
that all the individuals in the class need to avoid 
any or all of these generally discovered tendencies 
to error. Diagnosis and remedial work must be 
adapted to the individual capacities. Therefore. 
if we are really to have our own pupils' interests 
at heart, we must give our own, home-made, carefully 
planned and carefully diagnosed typewriting tests. 
An analysis of errors will lead to improvement of 
teaching typewriting. 
Delimitations of the Problem 
The error analysis made in this study was based on ten 
five minute straight-copy tests given to typewriting students, 
50 students who had studied typewriting for three years and 
50 students who had studied typewriting tor one year. All ot 
these timed writing tests were selected from the same 
textbook. 
The students tested were selected from the typewriting 
classes of Revere High School, Revere, Massachusetts. The 
total enrollment was approximately 1,500. 
Organization ot the Chapters 
Statement and analysis of the problem is presented 1n 
Chapter I. Chapter II presents a review of related literature 
in the field of error analysis in typewriting. The procedures 
used in conducting this study are presented in Chapter III. 
Analysis and interpretation of the data are presented in 
6 
Chapter IV, while Chapter V includes the summary, conclusions, 
and recommendations of this study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Just as the teaching o~ typewriting evolved from the 
sight method to the touch method , so the per~ect-copy 
requirement has been superseded by the scientific study of 
the analysis of students' errors and remedial procedures to 
aid in the elimination of these errors. Instead of inciting 
fear into the student by mentioning perfect copies, the good 
teacher analyzes the student's inability to typewrite a 
suitable copy. This new approach, error analysis and scien-
tific charting of errors, began about a quarter of a century 
ago . Educators in the field of typewriting have done a 
great deal of research and experimenting in this area of 
education, and rightly so, because never in the history of 
education has there been so many students studying typewrit-
ing as there are at the present time . 
The opinions, findings, and conclusions of some of the 
leading typewriting authorities are presented in this chapter. 
This material has been taken from textbooks, yearbooks, 
research studies, monographs, and periodicals . For the 
purpose of clarification, this chapter will be divided into 
the following sections: (1) causes and kinds of errors, 
(2) accuracy and control, (3) the value of error analysis 
and error and technique charts, and (4) the relationship of 
teaching technique to the student's success in typewriting. 
Causes and Kinds o£ Errors 
Typewriting researchers have discovered many causes of 
errors and yet there are many errors for which there are no 
apparent explanations. The physical and mental functioning 
of the human body is so intricate that, in some cases, it is 
practically impossible to label the exact causes of certain 
errors. Bookl points out that many errors may occur as a 
result of one incorrect stroke: 
• • • all real mistakes are produced by inter-
terence with the normal working of the adjustive 
processes that enable a writer to initiate and 
control the individual letter-making movements. 
Most errors produce only one false stroke on the 
machine, some (transpositions) regularly produce 
two false strokes, others (misreading of the 
copy; adding a word) produce several false strokes. 
Odell and Stuart2 share the same opinion as Book, in 
regard to one error being the cause of several errors: 
Frequently a single error may arise £rom several 
different causes. An analysis of the typescript 
o£ten reveals one letter struck in the place of 
another, and a common conclusion is drawn that 
the student misstruck one letter for the other. 
Sometimes, however, an analysis reveals that a 
pattern in a preceding word has influenced the 
writing of a successive word. 
Skeeles3 points out that lack of concentration is a 
serious cause of error when he states that "The typist will 
lsook, William F., Learning to Typewrite, The Gregg 
Publishing Company, New York, 192:5'"; p. 241. 
2odell, William R., and Stuart, EBta Ross, Principles 
and Techniques for Directing~ Learning ~ w.ewriting, 
n:-c. Heath and-rrompany, New York, 1945, p. 2 • 
8 
3skeeles, Arthur G.,~ !Ea Why Practice Makes Per£ect, 
The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, 1927, p. 17. 
cease to improve whenever he takes his mind away from his 
writing, and ceases consciously to try to write more swiftly 
and with fewer mistakes." 
Hitehl is in agreement with Skeeles in regard to lack 
of concentration and uncontrolled stroking rate: 
There seema to be general agreement among experi-
enced teachers that many typing errors result 
from (1) a lack of concentration, or (2} a refusal 
on the part of the pupil to reduce his stroking 
rate. Many teachers •talk' too much about how the 
pupil should improve his control. They 'ask' him 
to concentrate and to slow down. In a few instances 
this sort of •talking' is effective but in many 
instances it is ineffectiveness. A drill which 
1forces 1 the pupil to concentrate and to reduce his 
stroking rate is much more effective in accomplish-
ing the desired end of better control. 
9 
Students must be made to realize that lack of concentra-
tion is one of the greatest stumbling blocks toward achieving 
their goal of speed and accuracy. Hossfield2 is in agreement 
with both Skeeles and Hitch: 
It is not always possible to detect exactly whether 
a student is concentrating while typing; however, 
in checking the work teachers are able to analyze 
the errors that have been made and pick out most of 
those which are due to lack of concentration, such 
as transposed letters in a word, transposed finger 
strokes, repetitions, omissions, etc. When errors 
of this kind are noted an effort should be made to 
correct the cause. Getting the student aware of 
this fact that his sincere effort and conscious 
lHitch, Robert L., "For Typing Errors, Try This," The 
Journal 2f Business Education, vol. 30, April, 1955, p.~o. 
2Hossfield, George L., "How to Improve the Teaching 
of Typewriting," The Journal 2£. Business Education, vol. 24, 
November, 1948, p:-25. 
attention are required does not always give 
satisfactory results. Sometimes reading and 
typing printed matter from right to left will 
help, or, typing an unfamiliar foreign language 
serves a similar purpose. 
Lessenberryl believes that the learning obstacles and 
the learner to whom these obstacles belong must never be 
separated: 
A symptom of learning difficulties must be studied 
in relation to the learner and not apart from the 
learner. The first thing to know about errors, 
then, is how the typist felt about the typing as 
he was doing it. Was he hurried, tense, fearful? 
If so, there is no sense in giving time writing 
with the pious but futile admonition, 'You must 
write more accurately.' Rather, some procedure 
must be used to get rid of the cause of errors. 
(It should be recalled here that many errors are 
simply accidental and have no positive cause 
other than the momentary loss of conscious 
direction of the fingers, or what is usually 
called 'lack of concentration.'} 
10 
Lessenberry2 further states that there are other causes 
of errors which contribute to the hindrance of a student's 
progress. Non-keyboard errors, as well as keyboard errors, 
must be stressed at all times: 
Errors may be caused by many things--inattention 
to copy, muscular tenseness, hurried and spasmodic 
effort to type, faulty reading habits, inadequate 
or incorrect conditioning for the work, and a 
dozen other things, some identifiable and many 
obscure. Most of our worry about errors is 
centered around the keyboard errors, yet non-
keyboard errors may be just as much handicap to the 
lLessenberry, D. D. "Some Debatable Issues in the 
Teaching of Typewriting,~ The National Business Education 
guarterly, vol. 12, Decembir; 1943, p. 61-62. 
2rbid., p. 62 • 
............ 
development of competency in typing as keyboard 
errors. 
11 
Five common-error difficulties are listed by McGilll in 
his study of typewriting errors: 
It can generally be assumed that an individual's 
typewriting errors can be traced to one or more 
of five common difficulties. Namely: (1) lack 
of co-ordination of muscular and nervous movement, 
(2) failure of maintaining proper mental attitude 
toward the word being typed. • • , (3) lack of 
rhythm and continuity of movement in performing 
machine operations, (4} faulty reading, (5} 
carelessness. 
In describing the difficulties encountered by students 
in typewriting, Blackstone and Smith2 point out that it is 
often puzzling to place the causes of the errors exactly 
where they belong: 
The causes of some errors in typing are complicated 
and difficult to understand. The human physical 
and mental mechanisms are not yet thoroughly 
understood, not even that part of them used in 
typing. Some difficulties, such as tendencies to 
use the correct finger of the wrong hand, as in 
striking 1 for ~~ are only partly understood but 
it may be possible to apply effective remedies 
nevertheless •••• 
There are probably certain general chronic causes 
of ailments in typing, just as there are in physi-
cal life. Among them may be listed ignorance, 
carelessness, indifference, sluggishness, lack of 
conviction that the teacher's way of doing a thing 
is right, lack of initiative or resourcefulness, 
and imperfect automatization. 
lMcGill, E. c., "Analysis of Typing Errors," The Journal 
2! Business Education, vol. 22, September, 1946, p~3. 
2 Blackstone, E. G., and Smith, Sofrona L., Improvement 
of Instruction in !YPewritipg, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
1949, p. 376-3777 
According to Harms,l there are two decided reasons 
vhy students make errors 1n typewriting: 
Basically there are two types of errors. In the 
first group are errors caused by outside influence 
other than typing: emotional upsets, lack ot 
sleep, excitement, local classroom disturbances, 
mechanical defects ot the typewriter, or just inci-
dental slips •••• Some other types ot errors 
consist ot elements lying within the typing 
technique: transposing of letters, i'aul ty shifting, 
adjacent letter difficulties. 
12 
It is pointed out by Rowe2 that errors made by students 
in typewriting tall into two classifications, namely, 
typescript and technique: 
Cllescript errors patently are all those errors 
wh ch are readily discernible 1n the student's 
typescript, suCh as floating capitals, transposed 
letters, incorrect spacing, etc. TeChnique errors 
are those errors which can be discerned only by 
observing the student as he types •••• 
Technique errors include incorrect fingering and 
stroking, incorrect use of the service mechanisma, 
harmtul posture, lack ot continuity, etc. Errors 
1n perception, of course, fall into both cate-
gories. It might be said that errors in reading 
teChnique are trans1ated into typescript errors--
often without the student being conscious that he 
has made an error. 
In the treatment ot typewriting errors and their causes, 
the relation of reading factors to typewriting efficiency 
lHarms, Harm, Methods in Vocational Business Education, 
South-Western Publiah!Dg Company, Cincinnati, 1949, p. 96. 
2Rowe, John L., "Remedial Instruction in Typewriting," 
The Journal g! Business Education, vol. 28, March, 1953, 
p.-2j2. 
' 
cannot be overlooked. In his research work, Fullerl states 
that: 
Omission or addition ot several letters, syllables, 
or words 1n typewriting may be classed under 
reading errors; and a large percentage or reading 
errors in typewriting may be classed under omis-
sions and additions. As 1n regular reading, they 
represent carelessness and lack ot proper atten-
tion to copy. Since reading tor typewriting is 
slow, a more careful reading is in order. This 
statement readily applies to remedying all forms 
ot reading 1n errors in typewriting. 
13 
With reference to correct reading habits tor typewriting, 
Fuller2 points out that: 
Correct habits of reading tor typewriting require 
the typist to move his eyes effectively across the 
copy, making as few regressions as possible, and 
to read slowly and carefully. The typist should 
not attempt to read too tar ahead in the copy, and 
in the mastery stages he should keep his eyes on 
the copy to avoid losing the place. Good habits 
of reading copy will prevent practically all 
reading errors and may eliminate some ot the 
so-called meehanical errors in typewriting. 
As a result ot his research in regard to the importance 
ot reading tor typewriting, Prusynsnki3 believes that when a 
student omits and adds letters or syllables in the process 
of typewriting he must be made to realize that closer 
lFuller, Donald c., Read1Dg Factors in ~ewritilif, 
Doctor 1 s Thesis, Harvard trrilversi tj, 1943-;-srnrnnary pu ished 
by Oklahoma A and M College, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1945, 
P• 30. 
2Ibid., p. 104. 
3Prusynski, Chester s., "Reading for Typewriting," 
Summary or Master's Thesis, University of Wisconsin, (Madison), 1953, appearing in National Business Education 
Qqarter1y, vol. 23, October, 1954, p. 65. 
attention to the reading of the copy is imperative. This 
researcher states that "There is a significant relationship 
between success as measured by timed writings and reading 
tests. However, the person less gifted can still have a 
typewriting reading speed that is far below the minimum 
reading speed." 
Griffith,l who is very interested in the relation of 
reading habits as they affect typewriting, points out that 
many transposing and omission errors are classified as 
typewriting errors, whereas they are really reading errors: 
Attention should be called to transposition errors, 
the type where '~' is typed for ·~·' Here 
research has proved that, in the majority of cases, 
these are reading errors rather than typewriting 
errors. The pupil is reading too far ahead of the 
point where he is typing. In most instances pupils 
who experience this difficulty are those who are 
rapid readers, those who have only two or three eye 
fixations per line. The unfortunate thing is that 
the same type of reading as used in silent reading 
does not work in typewriting • 
• • • Some rapid readers do not transpose letters; 
instead they forget spaces between words or they 
omit letters, such as typing 'thse• for 'these.' 
-
In the foregoing paragraphs, the opinions and research 
findings of some of our leading authorities in the field of 
typewriting have been presented. There seems to be a 
consensus of opinion that there are two kinds of errors, 
namely, keyboard errors and technique errors. Some of the 
1Griffith, Ruth, "Devices for Error Jnimination," 
Business Education (UBEA) Forum, vol. 5, December, 1950, 
p. 28. -
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causes for these errors are known and some may never be 
known. Some are internal on the part of the student and 
others are caused by external influences. Regardless of 
variations of opinions as to classification, the important 
fact is that this is an era in typewriting where the causes 
of troublesome movements are recognized, and this is the 
first step toward the intelligent analysis of error diffi-
culties. And last, but not least, is the recognition of 
reading as an important factor in regard to the cause of 
errors. 
Accuracy and Control 
There must be established by the student a proper 
balance between accuracy and speed. If accuracy is overem-
phasized, low production will result and if speed is overem-
phasized, there will be an increase in errors. An example 
of overemphasis on accuracy is present in the statement of 
Kahn and Kleinl 1n which they state that, "The habit of 
accuracy must be developed at the very start, by rejecting 
any work that shows any errors, and compelling the student 
to rewrite it." However, emphasis must be placed on 
lKahn, Joseph, and Klein, Joseph J., Principles and 
Methods in Commercial Education, The MacMillan Company;-
l92), p.J97. 
accuracy, fluency, and speed simultaneously as Humphreyl 
points out: 
Any procedure for dealing with errors must not 
ignore the basic psychological consideration that 
typewriting is a skill having three distinct 
qualities, accuracy, fluency, and speed, and that 
we must not develop one phase of the skill at the 
expense of the others. This principle was violated 
when the early teachers of typewriting stressed 
accuracy to such an extent that perfect copies of 
all exercises were required. Poor technique was 
the inevitable result. The old-fashioned idea of 
accuracy was one that judged accuracy only by the 
pupil's success in striking the proper key. The 
process (or technique) by which that result was 
obtained may have been entirely faulty. The 
'perfect copy' requirement was discredited, and 
other methods of dealing with errors were developed. 
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Gibbs2 has in mind this proper balance between accuracy 
and speed when he warns about de-emphasizing accuracy: 
However, when accuracy is de-emphasized in the 
initial stages of learning as is advocated by 
proponents of the speed approach, the number 
of errors per minute for many students may be 
exceedingly high throughout the course unless 
remedial devices and techniques are applied to 
emphasize control. 
Overemphasis of control is brought out by Selby,3 who 
reasons along the same line as Humphrey and Gibbs: 
In an accuracy score no one should be able to 
claim to be the winner because he slows down 
lHumphrey, Katherine Switzer, "Constructive Analysis 
of Typewriting Errors," The Business Education World, vol. 
24, February, 1944, p. 3~ 
2Gibbs, William Towle, An ~eriment to Determine the 
Effectiveness of Forced Correct~ of Errors As A TechniQUe 
for DevelopingControl in First-Yearvocationai' 'Typewriting, 
Master's Thesis, Boston-university, 1949, p. 1. 
3selby, P. o., "The Measurement of Accuracy in 
Typewriting," The Journal 2f. Business Education, vol. 21, 
April, 1946, p. 23. 
to the point where no errors were made. It 
would be absurd to call a writer a perfect 
writer if he wrote ten words in ten minutes 
with no errors. In any contest where the 
accuracy score is based on words per error, 
he would be far outdistanced by the individual 
who wrote 50 words per minute for ten minutes 
and made as many as ten errors. His accuracy 
score, certainly not a good one, would be 500 
words divided by 11, or 46 words per error. 
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Hossfield,l in stressing the cost factor with reference 
to errors, points out that accuracy is extremely essential 
in business: 
Accuracy is of vital importance in every business. 
An employer would rather have an operator who types 
40 words per minute accurately than one who types 
60 or 70 words per minute inaccurately because the 
former is usually capable of producing a greater 
quantity of satisfactory work. If time studies 
were made of the cost per error for each original 
and carbon copy being typed, we would have a more 
realistic appreciation of the reason for requiring, 
or demanding accuracy. It is really amazing how 
much time is wasted and lost through carelessness 
or over-anxiety on the part of the operator. It 
is not idle talk to state that accuracy can increase 
speed 100 per cent or more. 
However, when Hossfield2 refers to accuracy, he does not 
have in mind the old-fashioned idea of perfect copies: 
In connection with training for accuracy, no 
inference is intended that teachers should demand 
100 per cent accuracy at all times. This has a 
tendency to create nervous tension and will 
frequently tend to defeat the objective. A 
certain amount of leniency is desirable in all 
cases •••• 
None of us have heard of a typist, who never makes 
an errorl 
1Hossfield, 12£• £!!· 
2~., P• 25. 
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Forknerl believes that the recognition of the practical 
value of accuracy must be implanted in the students: 
We should stress more and more that accurate typing 
can be done; that good typists do accurate typewrit-
ing; and that as workers become more plentiful, the 
less accurate workers will just not have a Chance 
for office jobs. 
Clem2 is of the opinion that accuracy is control 
stressing that control is made up of both physical and mental 
aspects: 
The problem of accuracy in typewriting is the 
problem of control. Therefore, the basis of accurate 
typing is physical and mental control. Physical 
control can usually be fairly well established by 
correct methods of practice combined with control as 
to position at the machine, technique or operation, 
use of the eyes in copy reading, nerves while writing 
under stress, and the development of the necessary 
endurance for long periods of work. • • • 
Mental control, however, is conditioned by a great 
many factors, some or which originate outside the 
classroom. Light, heat, and ventilation can be 
regulated. If they are not, such conditions may 
prove distracting and thus cause errors. Tenseness, 
emotional stress, worry, tear of error making, lack 
of sleep, or inadequate nourishment may account for 
inaccuracy, because mental control is hampered. 
Blackstone and Sm1th3 are of the opinion that accuracy 
and speed must be emphasized together and never separately: 
The greatest improvements in accuracy, as well as 
in speed, may be expected to come from constant 
stressing of the acquiring of correct techniques 
1Forkner, Hamden L., "Errors Cost too Much!" Dictaphone 
Education Forum, April-May, 1954, P• 9. 
The 
2c1em, Jane E. , Techniques .2£. Tea chi~ T:tpewri ting, 
Gregg Publishing Company, New York, 195, p. 188. 
3alackstone and Smith,~· !!1·• p. 187. 
of typing; not on stress on accuracy alone, or on 
speed alone. These correct techniques are almost 
always stressed during the early learning periods, 
but too frequently they are forgotten or neglected 
during the advanced stages of typing. It is 
recommended that stress on techniques be continu-
ously applied, throughout the entire typewriting 
course, and that technique exercises and drills be 
used in every unit of the course, including the 
most advanced ones. 
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The leading authorities in the field of typewriting are 
in agreement that neither accuracy nor speed can be treated 
as a separate study independent of the other. It is clearly 
brought out, that a student cannot have accuracy without 
control. However, an overemphasis on control for the sake 
of accuracy reduces production, thereby, making the amount 
of work produced too costly. Thus, there must be emphasis 
on both accuracy and speed in teaching typewriting in order 
to train the student to type acceptable work in reasonable 
quantities. 
The Value of Error Analysis, 
and Error and Technique Charts 
For a period of more than twenty-five years, the perfect-
copy requirement in the treatment of errors has been giving 
way to scientific error analysis. In other words, this 
latter approach has been concerned with the cause of the 
error, the effect of the error, and the remedy of the error. 
The significant fact is that this important phase of 
typewriting is receiving attention. Individual analysis of 
the student's difficulties must be carried on in the classroom 
in order that the teacher may prescribe remedial work for 
the errors peculiar to an individual. This is pointed out 
by Felterl when she says: 
You correct a set of typewriting papers and say 
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1 I can tell just by looking at these papers which 
are the common errors.' You thereupon give 
remedial work to all your pupils in the hope of 
avoiding these same errors in the future. But 
this type of cursory diagnosis and wholesale 
remedial teaching is really not sufficient. It 
merely detects group errors. It does not diagnose 
the individual achievement; neither does it 
discover individual attitudes, habits, etc. 
• • • The only way by which we can realize the 
pupil's difficulties, therefore, is through 
carefully analyzing the achievement of our 
classes at every stage of the work, so that reme-
dial measures can be given promptly. 
McGill2 is aware of the necessity for student analysis 
of typewriting errors. He believes that: 
Most all typewriting errors can be traced to a 
definite cause if one carefully analyzes the 
circumstances pertinent to the momentary typing 
action. Every typist should develop an analytic 
sense in order to properly approach the cause and 
correction hypothesis to all typewriting errors. 
Although the teacher is the leader in this scientific 
approach to the study of errors, she must be able to incite 
in her students the desire and value of discovering their 
own difficulties and to allow them to have a say as to how 
these troubles may be corrected. This is the opinion of 
lFelter, Emma, "General Principles of Diagnostic Testing 
and Remedial Teaching As Applied to Typewriting," Second 
Yearbook, Commercial Education Association of New York City 
and Vicinity, Brooklyn, 1932, p. 45. 
2McGill, ~· cit. 
Lamb,l a firm advocate of error analysis, when she states: 
Teaching students to diagnose the cause of their 
errors is not the tedious process you may imagine 
it to be. After the first month of the course, 
you should analyze at the blackboard some of the 
errors made by members of the class, explaining 
their probable causes and possible remedies. If 
these little 'chalk talks' are short, frequent, 
and so placed that they provide a brief rest after 
typing practice, they will be interesting and 
profitable. 
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However, Lamb2 cautions that too much time must not be 
spent on analyzing the students' errors since this results 
in an overemphasis on analysis and accuracy at the expense 
of other important factors in typewriting: 
••• if student work is accurate but shows little 
progress in speed development, it is possible that 
you have overemphasized the importance of accuracy, 
with the result that students are typing slowly 
and cautiously. In that case, you should make a 
more intensive drive for speed in drill. 
Lessenberry,3 one of the pioneers in the scientific 
handling of errors, also warns that students must not become 
so error-conscious as to overshadow everything else in 
typewriting. He points out that error analysis should be a 
means to an end, to discover and to remedy: 
Attention to inaccurate letter stroking is important, 
but the isolation of writing difficulties other than 
keyboard errors is just as important if specific 
lLamb, Marion M., Your First Year of Teaching Typewriting, 
South-Western Publishin~mpany, Cincinnati, 1947, p. 56. 
2lli_!!., p. 60. 
3Lessenberry, D. D., "Typing Errors and Corrective 
Measures," ~Balance Sheet, vol. 29, April, 1948, p. 341. 
practice is to be directed toward the improvement 
of a technique. Neither teacher nor students 
should be so concerned about the errors made that 
these errors will assume major importance. Get 
rid of errors by correct habits or typing. List 
technique dirriculties daily; list errors in 
typing, also, but recognize the rutility or 
retyping a word, a phrase, a line, or a paragraph 
unless the purpose or the retyping is rully 
understood. Practice to improve, must be directed 
toward the specific improvement of a known writing 
difficulty. 
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Henningl points out that students should be so well 
trained in analysis of errors that they are able to recognize 
the occurrence of frequent error tendencies as soon as possi-
ble arter making these errors: 
Students must learn whiCh are the most common types 
or errors so they can look ror them directly. When 
students know that transposition of r and t, or v 
and b are errors that occur rrequently, they will 
develop an alertness to words containing these 
letter combinations. One of the most difficult 
errors for the eye to detect is the substitution of 
n for m, or vice versa. Alertness to common letter 
substitutions:-Buch as n for m, e ror i, or d for 
~~ will contribute to greater-proofreading skill. 
In the opinion of Rowe,2 it is the responsibility of the 
teacher to analyze the typewriting errors and unfavorable 
techniques of the student: 
The typewriting teacher should make a concerted 
effort to improve instructional methods and 
procedures. In order to erfect such improvement, 
he should study the student's typing errors and 
incorrect techniques and should strive to help 
lHenning, Virginia D., "A Lesson on Proofreading," 
Business Education (~) Forum, October, 1950, vol. 5, p. 28. 
2Rowe, ~· £!!., p. 231. 
him overcome them in a satisfactory manner. Error 
analysis undoubtedly is of great value in correcting 
typewriting difficulties because only after such 
analysis has taken place can effective remedial 
measures be taken. 
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Cleml emphasizes the responsibility of the teacher to 
guide the student in the matter of finding, analyzing, and 
remedying his errors, because if the individual cannot find 
his mistakes, he has nothing objective to correct: 
The student must be made to realize that finding 
the error is the first step toward eliminating 
the cause of the error; yet some teachers seem to 
think their duty is done when they point out errors • 
• • • The majority of students can soon learn to 
check their work as well as the teacher, if given 
the necessary instruction. 
The research studies of Hoke and Lessenberry aid in the 
analysis of errors and suggestions for remedial work. Hoke 
made an outsta.nding study with reference to the frequency of 
use of each letter of the alphabet. Using this study as a 
basis, Lessenberry2 made an extensive study of 63,000 
typewriting errors of students from various high schools 
throughout the United States and he has this to say: 
The study of 63,000 errors3 reported in 1928 was 
an attempt to isolate major types of errors that 
are made by student typists writing at varying 
levels of speed. This study was a mere listing 
of misstrokes •••• From this study certain 
types of keyboard errors were easily identified. 
lclem, 2£• £!1., p. 208. 
~essenberry, D. D., "Methods of Teaching Typewriting, 11 
Monograph J2, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 
1937, p. 19. 
3Lessenberry, D. D., Error Chart, L. c. Smith and 
Corona Typewriters, Inc., New York, 1928. 
The preceding paragraphs indicate that the leading 
typewriting authorities are in agreement that attempting to 
~ind out why a student makes particular errors, and doing 
something about them to correct the situation is the ultimate 
goal o~ typewriting instruction. Even if it is, at times, 
impossible to ~ind the cause of an error, the recognition of 
this problem is a step ~orward. The authorities believe 
that the student as well as the teacher should participate 
in the error analysis and corrective procedures. If the 
teacher takes it upon herself to do all the analyzing and 
recommending for remedial work, the student does not feel 
that he is a part o~ it. If the teacher tries to place this 
problem on the shoulders of the student, he is too inexperi-
enced to accept such a responsibility. 
The next paragraphs deal with the advantages and 
disadvantages of error and technique charts. Practically 
all of the typewriting authorities are in agreement that 
a record of errors should be kept either by the teacher or 
the student. However, these leaders are in disagreement 
regarding the amount of time that should be spent on these 
charts. Some recommend that errors are to be recorded every 
day, some recommend that they are to be recorded twice a 
week, and others recommend that they are to be recorded ~or 
only one week. Regardless of how often these charts should 
be used, these authorities have recognized the favorable 
and unravorable aspects o~ recording error progress. 
Lessenberryl has this to say: 
It was through attempt to analyze errors ~ masse 
that error studies and error-analysis charts came. 
Such studies and charts represent but the first 
step in an intelligent analysis of typing errors. 
The more significant part of the whole program 
for the diagnosing of typing errors was largely 
untouched when the studies stopped with the 
listing of incorrectly struck keys and with the 
practice of corrective-drill words or the repeti-
tion of the sentence in which errors were made. 
This initial work was important, though, in that 
it helped to focus attention upon the necessity 
for a program of remedial work . 
That Lessenberry2 realizes the fact that these charts 
do not, and sometimes cannot, show the causes of all types 
of errors is evidenced by his following statement: 
Attention to inaccurate letter stroking is impor-
tant, but the isolation of writing difficulties 
other than keyboard errors is just as important 
if specific practice is to be directed toward the 
improvement of a technique . The use of a technique 
check-sheet and of a writing- difficulties sheet 
will help students to locate their problems; then 
remedial practice may be specific in its applica-
tion. A technique check- sheet can be used by the 
student for self-appraisal . The ch eck-sheet can 
be used by the teacher to indicate the difficulties 
that have been observed and that must be overcome. 
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Lamb3 is in favor of error charts and is of the opinion 
that teacher and student must work in close co-operation for 
the purpose of deciding on the proper remedial work for the 
individual: 
From the first, pupils should proofread their work 
and assume responsibility for remedial practice 
lLessenberry, Monograph J£, p. 18-19. 
2~. , p. 24. 
~amb, ~ First !!.!!: of Tea chiD£ Typewriting, p. 56. 
with such help from the instructor as they need. 
They should keep error charts • • • and should 
occasionally write a short paragraph on the types 
of errors they make and the steps that they are 
taking to eliminate those errors. They should 
chart their progress in reducing the number of 
errors in their practice just as they chart their 
progress in developing speed. 
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Haynesl is also an advocate of the error analysis chart 
and his opinion of this systematic recording of errors is 
described as follows: 
The technique of error analysis supplements other 
types of statistical analysis. This technique 
requires the use of an error analysis chart, and 
it provides a tabulation of the errors made by 
students in answering a test, including omitted 
items. 
Although Humphrey2 is the author of an error analysis 
chart, she does not believe that many of the more commonly 
used charts have met the requirements of successfully finding 
most of the errors that occur in a student's work: 
Leaders in the field decided that tendencies toward 
errors should be noted. In the effort to discover 
errors of a persistent nature, the diagnostic error 
chart was developed. As would be natural, the 
key-stroke, or the striking of one key for another, 
was the basis for error recordings. Although the 
diagnostic error chart was accepted unquestioningly 
by the majority of teachers, the benefits resulting 
from its use have proved slight. 
lHaynes, Benjamin R., Broom, E. E., and Hardaway, 
Mathilde, Tests and Measurements in Business Education, 
South-Western Publishing Company,-cincinnati, 1940, p. 100. 
2Humphrey, loc. cit. 
If students use error analysis charts too frequently, 
Humphreyl is of the opinion that this method of checking 
errors is too time-consuming: 
The Personal Error Analysis Chart is not advocated 
for daily use, because, like most such procedures, 
its use takes time that might well be spent in 
practice. The recording of errors on timed 
writings once or twice a week is sufficient to give 
the pupil adequate information regarding errors. 
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To a certain extent, Rowe2 agrees with Humphrey as to the 
limited value of error analysis charts: 
There is no doubt that the cause should receive the 
attention of both teacher and student rather than 
the error itself. However , when one weighs the 
advantages of the routine keeping of such diagnostic 
charts against the obvious disadvantages, one is 
inclined to conclude that they are not as practical 
as they appear. 
In defending the error analysis chart, Blackstone and 
Smith3 have this to say: 
Diagnostic error charts should no more be condemned 
because they might be misinterpreted or misused 
than should a physician's fever thermometer be 
condemned because the reading might be wrong or 
because even a correct reading might result in a 
faulty diagnosis. The instrument is all right; it 
is the interpretation that may be wrong. Attention 
should, then, be placed on teaching the instructor 
how to use the instrument correctly. 
lHumphrey, Katherine Switzer, "Constructive Analysis of 
Typewriti~ Errors," ~Business Education World, vol. 24, 
April, 1944, p. 432. 
2Rowe, ~ Journal of Business Education, March, 1953, 
P• 232. --
3Blackstone and Smith, Improvement 2£ Instruction in 
Typewriting, p. 374-375. --
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The opinions ot the outstanding typewriting authorities 
have been presented, in regard to analysis of errors and 
error analysis charts. All ot these experts are in agreement 
that analysis ot errors is a necessity in order that the 
learners may get the most out ot the study of typewriting. 
It is a scientific, analytical approaCh to a very important 
and worth-while subject. The students develop an intelligent 
understanding ot their weak points, and their strong points. 
Although most typewriting authorities are in favor of error 
analysis charts, many of them ditter as to the amount ot time 
that should be spent on this procedure. 
Relationship ot Teaching TeChnique 
to the Student's Success in Typewriti.ng 
Correct teaching, including the constant use ot demon-
stration, eventually causes the student to reduce his errors 
because errors are the result ot teChnique difficulties. 
Lessenberryl is referring to this type ot reasoning in the 
following remark: 
Persist in teaching and demonstrating right typewrit-
ing techniques, and errors will tend to disappear as 
the first awkward movements tall away and the pattern 
ot fingering becomes established. The ability to 
produce acceptable work is the aim of the course, the 
goal sought through the many hours of practice; and 
1n most offices, work is acceptable when errors are 
neatly erased and corrected. It is when the errors 
are not found and corrected that the work is not 
acceptable. 
ltessenberry, The Balance Sheet, April, 1948, p. 341. 
Lessenberryl makes a plea to typewriting teachers to 
concentrate on the teaching of good typewriting technique 
and not magnify the students errors : 
Let 1 s pay less attention to errors in the completed 
work and more attention to the student at work . 
Let 1 s provide a cycle of emphasis on basic 
techniques; thus we can depend more on right 
techniques and right habits of work for the devel -
opment of good typing power and less on corrective 
drills and paragraphs. Let's use error analyses 
late rather than early in the learning process and 
depend on a sensible pacing of the individual for 
the elimination of the great number of errors that 
come because of the hurry and inattention with 
which students type . This is a positive approach. 
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Brewington2 stresses the fact that it is the duty of the 
teacher to discover the individual's difficulties in typewrit -
ing and to do something about this situation: 
The teacher , not the superintendent, the principal, 
the t extbook writer, the l aboratory psychologist--
but the teacher must be held responsible for 
adequate measurements. The teacher is the only one 
of the group just mentioned in a position to get 
the data from the learner . If the teacher be not 
only a teacher but also a psychologist and a 
textbook writer, the better he can serve the 
learner and the more significant will be his contri-
bution to measurement . 
Brewington3 fur t her states that, "Test, teach , and test 
again, commonly known as the • teaching cycle, • indicates that 
testing is two times as important in the learning process as 
teaching . " 
1Lessenberry, The National Business Education Quarterly, 
December, 1943, p. ~ 
2Brewington, Ann, "Improved Methods of Teaching the 
Business Subjects," Mono~raph .§.l, South-Western Publishing 
Company, Cincinnati, 194 , p . ~5 . 
3 ~., p. 41· 
Rowel believes that the teaeher is the best one to 
decide as to why a student made errors that were peculiar 
to him and to suggest the proper corrective practices: 
The teacher of course, remains the best judge as 
to the type of remedial drill to use and the 
number of times the student is to practice it. 
Well-constructed drills must be assigned to 
overcome the particular error, and purposeful 
repetition is required it these drills are to be 
effective. In selecting drills for this purpose, 
the teacher should remember that remedial 
practice should attack each error on the exact 
level of skill upon which it is made--it must 
be specific and natural. 
As shown in the literature reviewed in this chapter, 
the typewriting authorities are in agreement that there is 
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a need tor error analysis tor the improvement ot instruction 
in typewriting. The causes of students' errors must be 
discovered before remedial drills can be given. 
lRowe, John L., "Remedial Instruction in Typewriting," 
The Journal 2!, Business Education, vol. 24, September, 1948, 
p:-277. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The procedures used in conducting this study of 
analyzing and comparing the errors of a one-year typewriting 
group with the errors ot a three-year typewriting group were 
as follows: 
1. Textbooks, yearbooks, research studies, monographs, 
and periodicals were investigated to provide a background 
tor this study. 
2. At the beginning of this study 66 students were 1n 
the three-year group and 84 students were in the one-year 
group. Fifty-nine pairs were selected largely on the basis 
of English grades. Nine pairs were eliminated due to 
absence. Fifty pairs were finally used in this study. 
3. Ten timed writing tests were selected from the 
Sixth Edition of ~ Century Typewriting• 
4· For a period of five weeks, each group was given 
two five-minute timed writing tests eaah week. 
5. Errors made by each group on the ten tests were 
tabUlated and tables were prepared and analyzed. 
6. Each letter of the alphabet was counted in the ten 
timed writing tests to determine the total frequency of 
occurrence of each letter and a table showing these totals 
was prepared. 
1· Coefficients of correlations were computed between 
(1) the number of errors made by the one-year students and 
the frequency of occurrence of each letter of the alphabet 
in the ten timed writing tests, (2) the number of errors 
made by the three-year students and the frequency of 
occurrence of each letter of the alphabet in the ten timed 
writing tests, and (3) the number of errors made by the 
three-year students and the number of errors made by the 
one-year students. 
8. The summary, conclusions, and recommendations were 
made based on the findings ot the study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
This study was based on the administration of ten 
five-minute timed writing tests to 100 students consisting 
of 50 three-year typewriting students in Group I and 50 
one-year typewriting students in Group II. 
A compilation of the frequency of occurrence of each 
letter of the alphabet in the ten selected tests was made 
for the purpose of comparing the total frequency of letters 
with the total frequency of errors made by the two groups. 
The data obtained were analyzed and interpreted. 
T.he total number of strokes in the ten t~ed writing 
tests was 16,236 (Appendix A through J) and the total number 
of letters according to this study was 12,840, a difference 
of 3,396 strokes used for spacing between words, spacing 
between sentences, and the like. 
Table I shows the total frequency of occurrence of the 
letters of the alphabet in the ten timed writing tests. The 
letters ranked as follows: E, T, O, A, I, N, s, R, H, L, u, 
D, C, Y, F, W, P, M, G, B, K, V, X, J, Q, and Z. The letter 
E occurred more often than the following ten letters of low 
frequency combined: P, M, G, B, K, V, X, J, Q, and Z; and 
the six highest ranking letters, E, T, O, A, I, and N 
appeared more often than the remaining twenty letters 
combined. 
TABLE I 
THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET 
IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS IN THE SIXTH EDITION 
OF 20TH CENTURY TYPEWRITING 
Letter 
Per Cent1 Rank of Frequency 
AlEhabet 
1 E 1,568 12.21 
2 T 1,30~ 10.16 
3 0 1,05 8.22 
~ A 912 7.10 I 891 6.94 
6 N 822 6.40 
7 s 803 6.25 
8 R 772 6.01 
9 H 660 5.~ 10 L 534 4.1 
11 u 472 3.68 
12 D 420 3.27 
13 c 332 2.59 
14 y 330 2.57 
15 F 327 2.55 
16 w .320 2.49 
17 p 276 2.15 
18 M 251 1.95 
19 G 220 1.71 
20 B 218 1.70 
21 K 1%~ 1.11 22 v .68 
23 X 37 .29 
~ J 36 .28 Q 28 .22 
26 z 22 .17 
Total 12,840 100.00 
lpercentages are based on total-letter frequency. 
Table II shows the greatest error differences in the 
two groups occurred in striking the letters 0, s, and E 
instead of A. The one-year typewriting students made eight 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking 0 for A, seven more errors in striking S for A, 
and six more errors in striking E for A. The letter A was 
omitted nine times by the three-year students and 16 times 
by the one-year students, a difference of seven. The 
letters B, G, J, K, and X were not struck for the letter A 
by either group. Group II, the one-year students, made 41 
more errors on the letter A than Group I, the three-year 
students. Group I made 56 errors and Group II made 97 
errors. 
As shown in Table III, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters V, H, 
and G instead of B. The one-year typewriting students made 
eight more errors than the three-year typewriting students 
in striking V for B, five more errors in striking H for B, 
and four more errors in striking G for B. The letters A, 
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F, I, J, K, L, 0, P, Q, s, T, U, W, X, and Z were not struck 
for the letter B by either group. Group II, the one-year 
students, made 19 more errors on the letter B than Group I, 
the three-year students. Group I made 31 errors and Group II 
made 50 errors. 
Table IV points out that the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters D, s, and V 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER A BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYP»>RITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
'l'YPE1tffiiTING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II ~roup I Group 
b was struck for a 
c was struck for a 2 5 3 d was struck for a 3 3 
e was struck for a 7 13 6 
f was struck for a 1 1 
g was struck for a 
h was struck for a 2 2 
i was struck for a 2 2 
j was struck for a 
k was struck for a 
1 was struck for a 1 3 2 
m was struck for a 2 2 
n was struck for a 1 1 
-
o was struck for a 9 17 8 
p was struck for a 2 2 
q was struck for a 1 1 
r was struck for a 3 5 2 
s was struck for a 7 14 7 
t was struck for a 2 3 1 
u was struck for a 1 1 
v was struck for a 2 4 2 
w was struck for a 1 1 
x was struck for a 
-y was struck for a 1 1 
z was struck for a 2 1 1 
a was omitted 9 16 7 
Total. a 56 97 41* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
if 
7 
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TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER B BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Di!'ference 
Error Group I Group II Group ! <Jroup II 
a was struck for b 
c was struck for b 1 1 
d was struck tor b 1 1 
e was struck for b 2 3 
-
1 
f was struck for b 
- -
g was struck for b 6 10 ~ h was struck for b 7 12 
i was struck for b 
j was struck for b 
k was struck for b 
1 was struck for b 
m was struck tor b 1 1 
n was struck for b 2 3 1 
o was struck for b 
p was struck for b 
q was struck for b 
r was struck for b 1 1 
s was struck for b 
t was struck for b 
u was struck for b 
v was struck for b 7 15 8 
w was struck for b 
x was struck for b 
y was struck for b 
-
1 1 
z was struck for b 
b was omitted 3 s 2 
Totals 31 so 19* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
instead of C. The one-year typewriting students made six 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking D for C, three more errors in striking S for c, 
and three more errors in striking V for c. The letters B, F, 
H, I, J, K, L, M, P, Q, R, T, W, Y, and Z were not struck 
for the letter C by either group. Group II, the one-year 
students, made 11 more errors on the letter C than Group I, 
the three-year students. Group I made 32 errors and Group II 
made 43 errors. 
Table V reveals that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters E, s, F, C, 
and K instead of D. The one-year typewriting students made 
17 more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking E for D, eight more errors in striking S for D, six 
more errors in striking F for D, five more errors in striking 
C for D, and five more errors in striking K for D. The 
letters B, H, I, J, L, M, O, P, Q, R, U, V, W, Y, and Z were 
not struck for the letter D by either group. Group II, the 
one-year students, made 42 more errors on the letter D than 
Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 51 errors 
and Group II made 93 errors. 
As shown in Table VI, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters I, D, A, 
and R instead of E. The one-year typewriting students made 
eight more errors than the three-year typeWI>iting students 
in striking I for E, seven more errors in striking D for E, 
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TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER C BY GROUP I 1 THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPmiRITING STUDENTS 1 AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for c 2 2 
b was struck for c 
d was struck for c 8 14 6 
e was struck for c 2 2 
f was struck for c 
g was struck for c 1 1 
h was struck for c 
i was struck for c 
j was struck for c 
k was struck for c 
1 was struck for c 
m was struck for c 
n was struck for c 2 2 
o was struck for c 1 1 
p was struck for c 
q was struck for c 
r was struck for c 
s was struck for c 9 12 3 
t was struck for c 
u was struck for c 1 1 
v was struck for c 3 6 3 
w was struck for c 
x was struck for c 2 2 
y was struck for c 
z was struck for c 
c was omitted 3 5 2 
Totals 32 43 lln· 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER D BY GROUP I 1 THE 
THREE-YEAR TYP:E'WRITING STUDENTS 1 AND GROUP II 1 THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II 11roup I Group 
a was struck .for d 2 1 1 
b was struck for d 
c was struck for d 9 14 5 
e was struck for d 15 32 17 
r was struck for d 2 8 6 
g was struck tor d 2 2 
h was struck for d 
i was struck for d 
j was struck for d 
k was struck .for d 5 10 5 
1 was struck .for d 
m was struck for d 
n was struck for d 1 1 
o was struck for d 
p was struck for d 
q was struck for d 
r was struck .for d 
-
s was struck for d 9 17 8 
t was struck tor d 2 2 
u was struck for d 
v was struck for d 
w was struck for d 
x was struck for d 1 1 
y was struck for d 
z was struck for d 
-
d was omitted 3 6 3 
Totals 51 93 42* 
*This number is the difference of t he sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
six more errors in striking A ror E, and six more errors in 
striking R for E. The letter E was omitted nine times by 
the three-year students and 16 times by the one-year 
students, a difference of seven. The letters B, J, P, Q, V, 
X, and Z were not struck for the letter E by either group. 
Group II, the one-year students, made 46 more errors on the 
letter E than Group I, the three-year students. Group I 
made 77 errors and Group II made 123 errors. 
Table VII points out that the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters D, R, and 
0 instead of F. The one-year typewriting students made seven 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking D for F, six more errors in striking R for F, and 
five more errors in striking 0 for F. The letters A, H, I, 
M, Q, u, W, X, Y, and Z were not struck for the letter F by 
either group. Group II, the one-year students, made 26 more 
errors on the letter F than Group I, the three-year students. 
Group I made 32 errors and Group II made 58 errors. 
Table VIII shows the greatest error differences in the 
two groups occurred in striking the letters T, H, and B 
instead of G. The one-year typewriting students made nine 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking T ror G, eight more errors in striking H for G, and 
five more errors in striking B for G. The letters A, C, J, 
L, M, 0, P, W, X, and Z were not struck for the letter G by 
either group. Group II, the one-year students, made 23 more 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER E BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group :l Group 
a was struck tor e 6 12 6 
b was struck tor e 
c was struck for e 2 3 1 
d was struck tor e 8 15 1 
f was struck for e 2 1 1 
g was struck for e 2 5 3 
h was struck for e 3 2 1 
1 was struck for e 14 22 8 
j was struck for e 
k was struck for e 1 1 
1 was struck for e 2 2 
m was struck tor e 1 1 
n was struck tor e 1 2 1 
o was struck for e 3 5 2 
p was struck for e 
q was struck for e 
r was struck for e 8 14 6 
s was struck tor e 5 ~ 1 t was struck tor e 5 1 
u was struck tor e 1 1 
v was struck for e 
w was struck for e 3 5 2 
x was struck for e 
"3' was struck for e 3 1 4 
z was struck tor e 
e was omitted 9 16 7 
Totals 77 123 46* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
I! 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER F BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck for f 
b was struck for f 1 1 
c was struck for f 2 2 
-d was struck for f 4 11 7 
e was struck for f 2 2 
g was struck for f 3 4 1 h was struck for f 
i was struck for f 
j was struck for f 1 1 
k was struck for f 1 1 
1 was struck for f 1 2 1 
m was struck for f 
n was struck for f 2 2 
o was struck for f 2 7 5 
p was struck for f 2 2 
q was struck for f 
-
r was struck for f 8 14 6 
s was struck for f 2 1 1 
t was struck for f 3 4 1 
u was struck for f 
v was struck for f 2 2 
-w was struck for f 
x was struck for f 
y was struck for f 
z was struck for f 
f was omitted 2 4 2 
Totals 32 58 26~:· 
.I~ 
"This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER G BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Error Group I Group II 
Difference 
~roup r Group 
a was struck for g 
b was struck :for g 3 8 5 
c was struck for g 
-d was struck for g 4 4 
e was struck :for g l l 
:r was struck :for g 3 2 1 
h was struck for g 4 12 8 
i was struck :for g 1 1 
j was struck for g 
k was struck for g 3 3 
1 was struck for g 
m was struck for g 
n was struck for g 1 1 
o was struck for g 
p was struck :for g 
q was struck for g 1 1 
r was struck for g 3 1 2 
s was struck for g 1 1 
t was struck for g 5 14 9 
u was struck for g 1 1 
-
v was struck :for g 1 1 
w was struck :for g 
x was struck :for g 
y was struck :for g 1 1 
z was struck for g 
-
g was omitted 3 5 2 
Totals 29 52 23* 
if-This number is the difference o:f the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
Ii 
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errors on the letter G than Group I 1 the three-year students. 
Group I made 29 errors and Group II made 52 errors. 
Table IX reveals that the greatest error differences 1n 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters N, Y, and K 
instead of H. The one-year typewriting students made eight 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking N for H, six more errors in striking Y for H, and 
five more errors in striking K for H. The letter H was 
omitted six times by the three-year students and 12 times 
by the one-year students, a difference of six. The letters 
F, J, M, P, Q, R, U, V, X, and Z were not struck for the 
letter H by either group. Group II, the one-year students, 
made 37 more errors on the letter H than Group I, the 
three-year students. Group I made 31 errors and Group II 
made 68 errors. 
In Table X the greatest error differences in the two 
groups occurred in striking the letters E and 0 instead of I. 
The one-year typewriting students made seven more errors than 
the three-year typewriting students in striking E tor I and 
seven more errors in striking 0 for I. The letters B, c, F 1 
G, P, Q, W, X, Y, and Z were not struck for the letter I by 
either group. Group II, the one-year students, made 22 more 
errors on the letter I than Group I, the three-year students. 
Group I made 50 errors and Group II made 72 errors. 
As shown in Table XI, the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters M, N, and U 
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TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER H BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Di.fference 
Error Group I Group II l1roup l Group 
a was struck .for h 1 1 
b was struck .for h 1 3 2 
c was struck for h 1 
-
1 
d was struck for h 1 2 1 
e was struck .for h 2 3 1 
f was struck .for h 
g was struck for h 2 4 2 
1 was struck for h 1 1 
j was struck for h 
k was struck for h 3 8 5 
1 was struck for h 2 2 
m was struck .for h 
-
n was struck for h 6 14 8 
o was struck for h 2 2 
p was struck .for h 
q was struck for h 
r was struck for h 
-a was struck for h 1 2 1 
t was struck for h 2 3 1 
u was struck for h 
v was struck for h 
-
w was struck for h 1 1 
x was struck for h 
-y was struck for h 5 11 6 
z was struck .for h 
h was omitted 6 12 6 
Totals 31 68 37* 
*This number is the difference o.f the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
!I 
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COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER I BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
D1:fference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck :for 1 4 2 2 b was struck tor 1 
c was struck for 1 
d was struck :for 1 2 2 
e was struck for 1 14 21 7 
r was struck :for 1 
g was struck for 1 
h was struck :for 1 1 1 j was struck for 1 1 1 
k was struck for 1 2 2 
1 was struck for 1 2 2 
m was struck for 1 2 2 
n was struck :for 1 2 2 
-o was struck for 1 16 23 7 
p was struck for 1 
q was struck for 1 
r was struck f'or 1 1 1 
s was struck for 1 1 1 
t was struck for 1 2 2 
u was struck for 1 2 2 
v was struck f'or 1 1 1 
w was struck f'or 1 
x was struck for 1 
y was struck f'or 1 
z was struck :for 1 
1 was omitted 5 8 3 
Totals 50 72 22·:!-
* This number is the di:f:ference of' the sums of' Group I 
and Group II. 
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instead of J. The one-year typewriting students made eight 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking M for J, four more errors in striking N for J, and 
three more errors in striking U for J. The letters A, B, C, 
E, F, G, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, and Z were not struck 
for the letter J by either group. Group II, the one-year 
students, made 13 more errors on the letter J than Group I, 
the three-year students. Group I made 19 errors and Group 
II made 32 errors. 
Table XII shows that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters D and I 
instead of K. The one-year typewriting students made four 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking D for K and three more errors in striking I for 
K. The letters A, B, C, G, J, N, O, P, Q, U, V, W, X, Y, 
and Z were not struck for the letter K by either group. 
Group II, the one-year students, made 10 more errors on the 
letter K than Group I, the three-year students. Group I 
made 24 errors and Group II made 34 errors • 
As shown in Table XIII, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters 0 and T 
instead of L. The one-year typewriting students made five 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking 0 for L and four more errors in striking T for L. 
The letters A, B, G, H, J, V, W, X, Y, and Z were not struck 
for the letter L by either group. Group II, the one-year 
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER J BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for j 
b was struck for j 
c was struck for j 
d was struck for j 1 1 
e was struck for j 
f was struck for j 
g was struck for j 
h was struck for j 2 2 
1 was struck for j 1 1 
k was struck for j 1 1 
1 was struck tor j 1 1 
m was struck for j 7 15 8 
n was struck tor j 4 8 4 
o was struck for j 1 1 
p was struck for j 
-
q was struck tor j 
r was struck for j 
s was struck tor j 
t was struck tor j 
u was struck for j 2 5 .3 
v was struck for j 
w was struck for j 
x was struck for j 
y was struck tor j 
z was struck tor j 
j was omitted 
Totals 19 .32 13"~ 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER K BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck for k 
b was struck tor k 
c was struck tor k 
d was struck for k 6 10 4 
e was struck tor k 1 1 
t was struck for k 2 1 1 
g was struck tor k 
h was struck tor k 3 5 2 
i was struck for k 4 7 3 j was struck tor k 
1 was struck tor k 4 6 2 
m was struck tor k 1 1 
n was struck for k 
o was struck tor k 
p was struck tor k 
q was struck tor k 
r was struck tor k 1 1 
s was struck for k 1 1 
t was struck for k 1 1 
u was struck tor k 
v was struck for k 
w was struck tor k 
x was struck for k 
y was struck for k 
z was struck tor k 
k was omitted 1 3 2 
Totals 24 34 10* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER L BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPE.WRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEMRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for 1 
b was struck for 1 
c was struck for 1 1 1 
d was struck for 1 2 3 
-
1 
e was struck for 1 2 2 
f was struck for 1 1 1 
g was struck for 1 
h was struck for 1 
i was struck for 1 3 5 2 j was struck for 1 
k was struck for l 3 3 
m was struck for 1 1 1 
n was struck for 1 1 1 
o was struck for 1 4 9 5 p was struck for 1 2 3 l 
q was struck for 1 l 1 
r was struck for 1 1 l 
s was struck for 1 
-
3 3 
t was struck for 1 4 8 4 
u was struck for 1 1 l 
v was struck for l 
w was struck for 1 
-
x was struck for 1 
y was struck for 1 
z was struck for 1 
1 was omitted 4 5 1 
Totals 29 44 15* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
........._ Li brar.v, .-
II 
students, made 15 more errors on the letter L than Group I, 
the three-year students. Group I made 29 errors and Group 
II made 44 errors. 
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Table XIV points out that the greatest error di££erences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters N and J 
instead of M. The one-year typewriting students made 12 more 
errors than the three-year typewriting students in striking 
N for M and four more errors in striking J for M. The letter 
M was omitted two times by the three-year students and seven 
times by the one-year students, a difference or £ive. The 
letters A, B, C, D, F, G, I, L, O, Q, S, u, V, W, and Z were 
not struck for the letter M by either group. Group II, the 
one-year students, made 22 more errors on the letter M than 
Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 20 errors 
and Group II made 42 errors. 
Table XV reveals that the greatest error di£ferences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters M and H 
instead of N. The one-year typewriting students made 15 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking M for N and three more errors in striking H £or N. 
The letter N was o~tted four times by the three-year 
students and seven times by the one-year students, a differ-
ence of three. The letters F, G, I, K, P, Q, U, W, X, and 
Z were not struck £or the letter N by either group. Group 
II, the one-year students, made 37 more errors on the letter 
N than Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 26 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER M BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II <Jroup I Group if 
a was struck for m 
b was struck for m 
c was struck for m 
d was struck for m 
e was struck for m 1 2 1 
f was struck for m 
g was struck for m 
h was struck for m 1 1 
i was struck for m 
j was struck for m 2 6 4 
k was struck for m 2 3 1 
1 was struck for m 
n was struck for m 7 19 12 
o was struck for m 
p was struck for m 2 2 
q was struck for m 
r was struck for m 1 1 
s was struck for m 
t was struck for m 1 1 
u was struck for m 
v was struck for m 
w was struck for m 
x was struck for m 1 1 
y was struck for m 1 2 1 
z was struck for m 
m was omitted 2 7 5 
Totals 20 42 22•* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER N BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS 1 AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Error Group I Group II 
Difference 
Group I i:Jroup 
a was struck for n 2 4 2 b was struck for n 2 3 1 
c was struck for n 2 3 1 
d was struck fol" n 1 1 
e was struck for n 2 2 
f was struck fol" n 
g was stl"Uck fol" n 
-h was struck tor n 3 6 3 
1 was struck for n 
- - -j was struck t'ol" n 2 1 1 
k was stl"uck for n 
1 was stl"Uck fol" n 2 2 
m was stl"Uck fol" n 5 20 15 
o was stl"Uck 1'or n 2 2 
p was stl"uck fol" n 
q was struck for n 
r was Stl"UCk fOI" n 2 2 
-s was struck t'or n 1 3 2 
t was struck for n 2 3 1 
u was struck fol" n 
v was stl"Uek for n 1 1 
w was struck for n 
-
x was struek for n 
y was struck 1'ol" n 1 3 2 
z was struck for n 
n was omitted 4 7 3 
Totals 26 63 37* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
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errors and Group II made 63 errors. 
In Table XVI the greatest error differences in the two 
groups occurred in striking the letters I and L instead of 
o. The one-year type~iting students made 12 more errors 
than the three-year type~iting students in striking I for 
0 and eight more errors in striking L for 0. The letter 0 
was omitted six t~es by the three-year students and nine 
times by the one-year students, a difference of three. The 
letters J, K, N, Q, V, X, and Z were not struck for the 
letter 0 by either group. Group II, the one-year students, 
made 39 more errors on the letter 0 than Group I, the 
three-year students. Group I made 43 errors and G~oup II 
made 82 errors. 
Table XVII shows that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters o, E, and R 
instead of P. The one-year typewriting students made six 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking 0 for P, four more errors in striking E for P, and 
three more errors in striking R for P. The letters A, D, G, 
H, J, K, N, U, V, W, X, Y, and Z were not struck for the 
letter P by either group. Group II, the one-year students, 
made 17 more errors on the letter P than Group I, the 
three-year students. Group I made 18 errors and Group II 
made 35 errors. 
As shown in Table XVIII, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters A, W, and 
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TABLE XYI 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER 0 BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II ~roup ! Group 
a was struck for o 4 6 2 b was struck for o 2 2 
c was struck for 0 1 1 
d was struck for 0 1 1 
e was struck for o 2 3 1 
f was struck for o 1 2 1 
g was struck for 0 1 1 
h was struck for 0 1 1 
1 was struck for o 7 19 12 j was struck for o 
k was struck for o 
1 was struck for o 7 15 8 
m was struck for o 1 1 
n was struck for 0 
p was struck for 0 3 6 3 
q was struck for o 
r was struck for o 3 4 1 
s was struck for o 2 1 1 
t was struck for 0 1 2 1 
u was struck for 0 2 3 1 
v was struck for o 
w was struck for o 3 4 1 
.x was struck for o 
y was struck for 0 1 1 
z was struck for 0 
o was omitted 6 9 3 
Totals 43 82 39·~ 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
ri 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER P BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS 1 AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for p 
b was struck tor p 1 1 
c was struck for p 1 1 
d was struck for p 
e was struck for p 4 8 4 
f was struck for p 1 1 
g was struck for p 
-h was struck for p 
-i was struck for p 1 2 1 j was struck for p 
k was struck tor p 
1 was struck for p 1 1 
m was struck for p 1 1 
n was struck for p 
-
o was struck for p 4 10 6 
q was struck for p 1 1 
-r was struck for p 4 7 3 
s was struck for p 1 1 
t was struck for p 1 2 1 
u was struck for p 
v was struck for p 
w was struck for p 
x was struck for p 
y was struck tor p 
z was struck for p 
p was omitted 1 2 1 
Totals 18 35 17~· 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
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TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER Q BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck for q 3 1 4 
b was struck for q 
c was struck for q 2 4 2 
d was struck for q 
e was struck for q 1 1 
t was struck for q 
g was struck for q 
h was struck for q 
1 was struck for q 
j was struck for q 
k was struck for q 
1 was struck for q 
m was struck for q 
n was struck for q 
o was struck for q 
p was struck for q 
r was struck for q 
s was struck for q 
t was struck for q 
u was struck for q 
-
v was struck for q 
w was struck for q 2 .5 3 
x was struck for q 
y was struck for q 
z was struck for q 
q was omitted 
Totals 8 17 9 
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C instead of Q. The one-year typewriting students made four 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking A for Q, three more errors in striking W for Q, and 
two more errors in striking C for Q. The letters B, D, F, 
G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, R, S, T, U, V, X, Y, and Z 
were not struck for the letter Q by either group. Group II, 
the one-year students, made nine more errors on the letter Q 
than Group I, the three-year students. Group I made eight 
errors and Group II made 17 errors. 
Table XIX points out that the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters T, E, F, 
and 0 instead of R. The one-year typewriting students made 
22 more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking T for R, 15 more errors in striking E for R, six 
more errors in striking F tor R, and five more errors in 
striking 0 for R. The letter R was omitted seven times by 
the three-year students and 13 times by the one-year 
students, a difference of six. T.he letters B, C, I, J, K, 
M, Q, V, X, and Z were not struck for the letter R by either 
group. Group II, the one-year students, made 59 more errors 
on the letter R than Group I, the three-year students. 
Group I made 47 errors and Group II made 106 errors. 
Table XX reveals that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters D, W, c, and 
A instead of s. The one-year typewriting students made 13 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
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TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER R BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEl'lRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TDIED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II <Jroup ! Group I! 
a was struck for r 1 2 1 
b was struck for r 
c was struck for r 
d was struck for r tt 5 1 e was struck for r 19 15 
f was struck for r 3 9 6 
g was struck for r 1 1 
h was struck for r 1 1 
1 was struck for r 
j was struck for r 
k was struck for r 
1 was struck for r 1 1 
m was struck for r 
-
n was struck for r 3 4 1 
o was struck for r 6 11 5 
p was struck for r 1 1 
q was struck for r 
s was struck for r 1 1 
t was struck for r 8 30 22 
u was struck for r 4 6 2 
v was struck for r 
w was struck for r 2 3 1 
x was struck for r 
y was struck for r 2 2 
z was struck for r 
r was omitted 1 13 6 
Totals 47 106 59·~ 
J(-
'This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER S BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Dit.ference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck for s 4 9 5 b was struck .for s 
c was struck for s 2 9 7 
d was struck .for s 6 19 13 
e was struck for s 3 5 2 
.f was struck for s 
g was struck .for 8 1 1 
h was struck .for s 2 2 
1 was struck for s 2 1 1 
j was struck for s 
k was struck .for s 1 1 
1 was struck .for s 1 l 
m was struck .for s 
n was struck .for s 2 6 4 
o was struck .for s 2 2 
p was struck for s 
q was struck for s 
r was struck for s 3 5 2 
t was struck for s 6 7 1 
u was struck .for s 2 2 
v was struck for s 
w was struck .for s 6 ~ 8 x was struck for s 5 1 
y was struck for s 
z was struck for s 1 1 
s was omitted 8 10 2 
Totals 55 94 
-
39i~ 
*This number is the di.fference of the sums o.f Group I 
and Group II. 
striking D for s, eight more errors 1n striking W for S, 
seven more errors in striking C tor s, and five more errors 
in striking A for S. The letter S was omitted eight times 
by the three-year students and ten times by the one-year 
students, a difference of two. The letters B, F, J, M, P, 
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Q, V, andY were not struck for the letter R by either group. 
Group II, the one-year students, made 39 more errors on the 
letter R than Group I, the three-year students. Group I 
made 55 errors and Group II made 94 errors. 
In Table XXI, the greatest error differences in the two 
groups occurred in striking the letters E, R, G, and S 
instead of T. The one-year typewriting students made 11 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking E for T, nine more errors in striking R for T, 
seven more errors in striking G for T, and four more errors 
in striking S for T. The letter T was omitted six times by 
the three-year students and 13 times by the one-year students, 
a difference of seven. The letters B, M, P, Q, U, V, and z 
were not struck for the letter T by either group. Group II, 
the one-year students, made 46 more errors on the letter T 
than Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 55 
errors and Group II made 101 errors. 
Table XXII shows that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters I and Y 
instead of u. The one-year typewriting students made nine 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER T BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPRWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEltlRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Gro'up II 
a was struck for t 3 4 1 
b was struck for t 
c was struck .for t 1 1 
d was struck for t 3 2 1 
e was struck .for t 4 15 11 
.f was struck .for t 3 2 1 
g was struck .for t 8 15 7 
h was struck for t 2 2 
i was struck for t 3 4 1 j was struck .for t 1 1 
k was struck .for t 1 1 ~ 
1 was struck for t 2 2 
m was struck .for t 
n was struck .for t 4 6 2 
o was struck .for t 1 1 
p was struck .for t 
q was struck for t 
r was struck for t 6 15 9 
s was struck .for t 5 9 4 
u was struck for t 
v was struck for t 
w was struck .for t 2 3 1 
x was struck for t 1 1 
y was struck for t 2 5 3 
z was struck tor t 
t was omitted 6 13 7 
Totals 55 101 46~· 
*This number is the difference o.f the sums o.f Group I 
and Group II. 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER U BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Dif.ference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for u 
b was struck tor u 1 1 
c was struck .for u 2 2 
d was struck for u 
e was struck for u 2 2 
f was struck for u 
g was struck for u 
h was struck for u 
1 was struck tor u 1 16 9 j was struck for u 
k was struck for u 
1 was struck for u 1 1 
m was struck for u 
n was struck .for u 
o was struck for u 1 4 3 
p was struck for u 
q was struck .for u 
r was struck .for u 1 1 
s was struck for u 1 2 1 
t was struck for u 3 3 
v was struck for u 2 2 
w was struck for u 4 3 1 
x was struck for u 
y was struck .for u 3 9 6 
z was struck for u 
u was omitted 3 5 2 
Totals 28 49 21-~ 
~~This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
striking I for U and six more errors in striking Y for u. 
The letters A, D, F, G, H, J, K, M, N, P, Q, X, and z were 
not struck for the letter U by either group. Group II, the 
one-year students, made 21 more errors on the letter U than 
Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 28 errors 
and Group II made 49 errors. 
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As shown in Table XXIII, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters B and C 
instead of v. The one-year typewriting students made nine 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking B for V and four more errors in striking C for v. 
The letters D, J, K, L, 0, P, Q, s, U, W, X, Y, and Z were 
not struck for the letter V by either group. Group II , the 
one-year students, made 17 more errors on the letter V than 
Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 31 errors 
and Group II made 48 errors. 
Table XXIV reveals that the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters E, s, and 
Q instead of w. The one-year typewriting students made 18 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking E for W, six more errors in striking S for W, and 
four more errors in striking Q for w. The letters C, F, G, 
H, I, J, K, L, M, o, and P were not struck for the letter W 
by either group. Group II, the one-year students, made 36 
more errors on the letter W than Group I, the three-year 
students. Group I made 39 errors and Group II made 75 errors. 
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TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER V BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Dif'f'erence 
Error Group I Group II Group I ~roup ll 
a was struck for v 1 1 
b was struck for v 9 18 9 
c was struck for v 8 12 4 d was struck for v 
e was struck for v 1 1 
f was struck for v 5 6 1 
g was struck for v 2 2 
h was struck for v 1 1 
1 was struck for v 1 1 
j was struck for v 
k was struck for v 
1 was struck for v 
m was struck for v 3 4 1 
n was struck for v 1 3 2 
o was struck for v 
p was struck f'or v 
q was struck for v 
r was struck for v 1 1 
s was struck for v 
t was struck for v 1 1 
u was struck f'or v 
w was struck f'or v 
x was struck for v 
y was struck for v 
z was struck for v 
v was omitted 1 1 
Totals 31 48 17* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER W BY GROUP I, TH.E 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group 
a was struck for w 3 3 
b was struck for w 1 1 
c was struck for w 
-d was struck for w 1 1 
e was struck for w 18 36 18 
f was struck for w 
g was struck for w 
h was struck for w 
1 was struck for w 
j was struck for w 
k was struck for w 
1 was struck for w 
m was struck for w 
n was struck for w 1 1 
o was struck for w 
p was struck for w 
q was struck for w 3 7 4 
r was struck for w 3 
- 3 
s was struck for w 8 14 6 
t was struck for w 2 2 
u was struck for w 2 3 1 
v was struck for w 1 1 
x was struck for w 1 1 
y was struck for w 1 1 
z was struck for w 1 1 
w was omitted 2 4 2 
Totals 39 75 36* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
II 
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In Table XXV, the greatest error differences in the two 
groups occurred in striking the letters S and Z instead of 
X. The one-year typewriting students made six more errors 
than the three-year typewriting students in striking S for X 
and five more errors in striking Z for X. The letters A, B, 
F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, T, U, V, W, andY 
were not struck for the letter X by either group. Group II, 
the one-year students, made 13 more errors on the letter X 
than Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 15 
errors and Group II made 28 errors. 
Table XXVI points out that the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking the letters T, U, and 
H instead of Y. The one-year typewriting students made six 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking T for Y, six more errors in striking U for Y, and 
five more errors in striking H for Y. The letter Y was 
omitted four times by the three-year students and six times 
by the one-year students, a difference of two. The letters 
B, C, D, G, I, J, K, L, M; N, Q, S, V, X, and Z were not 
struck for the letter Y by either group. Group II, the one-
year students, made 18 more errors on the letter Y than 
Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 29 errors 
and Group II made 47 errors. 
Table XXVII shows that the greatest error differences in 
the two groups occurred in striking the letters X and A 
instead of z. The one-year typewriting students made seven 
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TABLE XX!l 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER X BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEVffiiTING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Error Group I Group II 
Difference 
Group ! Group I! 
a was struck for X 
b was struck tor X 
c was struck for X 4 4 d was struck for X 3 2 1 
e was struck tor X 1 1 
f was struck for X 
g was struck for X 
h was struck for X 
1 was struck for X 
j was struck tor X 
k was struck tor X 
1 was struck for X 
m was struck tor X 
n was struck for X 
o was struck for X 
p was struck for X 
q was struck for X 
r was struck for X 
s was struck for X 1 13 6 
t was struck for X 
u was struck for X 
v was struck for X 
w was struck tor X 
y was struck for X 
z was struck tor X 4 9 5 
x was omitted 
Totals 15 28 13* 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER Y BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYP»>RITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YFAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
a was struck for y 1 l 
b was struck for y 
c was struck for y 
d was struck for y 
e was struck for y 3 5 2 
f was struck for y 1 l 
g was struck for y 
h was struck for y 6 11 5 
1 was struck for y 
j was struck for y 
k was struck for y 
1 was struck tor y 
m was struck for y 
n was struck for y 
o was struck for y 1 1 
p was struck tor y 1 1 
q was struck for y 
r was struck for y 2 2 
s was struck for y 
t was struck for y 6 12 6 
u was struck for y 2 8 6 
v was struck for y 
w was struck for y 3 1 2 
x was struck for y 
-
z was struck for y 
-
y was omitted 4 6 2 
Totals 29 47 18-r.· 
*This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF THE ERRORS MADE ON THE LETTER Z BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPE.WRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II CJroup I Group II 
a was struck for z 4 9 5 b was struck .f'or z 
c was struck for z 1 1 
d was struck .f'or z 
e was struck for z 
.f' was struck for z 
g was struck for z 
h was struck for z 
i was struck for z 
j was struck for z 
k was struck for z 
1 was struck .f'or z 
m was struck for z 
n was struck for z 
o was struck for z 
p was struck for z 
q was struck for z 1 2 1 
r was struck for z 
s was struck for z 
t was struck for z 
u was struck for z 
v was struck for z 
w was struck for z 
x was struck for z 1 8 7 y was struck for z 
z was omitted 1 1 
Totals 8 20 12 -i:-
* This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE MISCELLANEOUS ERRORS MADE BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR 
TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II (1roup I Group ir 
Transposing 19 88 69 
Added Letters 17 64 47 Faulty use of shift key 3 27 24 Incorrect spacing after 
punctuation 18 18 
Spacing errors 12 27 15 
Touch too heavy 
-
12 12 
Substitution of words 8 19 11 
Crowding 9 19 10 
Strike-overs 2 11 9 
1 was struck for • 9 9 
Touch uneven 5 13 8 
Omitted words 8 15 7 Added words 7 14 7 Touch too light 6 13 7 Punctuation marks too 
heavy 3 10 7 
Piling 5 10 5 Ghost letters 5 9 4 Added lines 4 4 -p was struck for . fr ft ' 0 was struck for -
Faulty carriage return fr 7 - 3 Omitted lines 7 
-
3 
, was struck for • 4 7 3 Added syllables 3 3 Omitted syllables 3 3 
Failure to indent 3 
- 3 m was struck for 
' 
3 3 
w was struck for " 2 2 
1 was omitted 1 1 1 was struck for . 1 1 
' 
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TABLE XXVIII, Continued 
Difference 
Error Group I Group II Group I Group II 
p was struck for ' 
• was struck for r, 
2 was struck for 
Totals 131 
l 
l 
1 
420 
l 
1 
l 
more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking X for Z and five more errors in striking A for z. 
The letters B, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, R, S, 
T, U, V, W, andY were not struck for the letter Z by either 
group. Group II, the one-year students, made 12 more errors 
on the letter Z than Group I, the three-year students. Group 
I made eight errors and Group II made 20 errors. 
Table XXVIII shows that the greatest miscellaneous error 
differences in the two groups occurred in transposing, added 
letters, and faulty use of the shift key. The one-year 
typewriting students made 69 more errors than the three-year 
typewriting students in transposing, 47 more errors in added 
letters, and 24 more errors in faulty use of the shift key. 
Group II, the one-year students, made 289 more miscellaneous 
errors than Group I, the three-year students. Group I made 
131 errors and Group II made 420 errors. 
As shown in Table XXIX, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred in striking incorrect letters for 
ii-This number is the difference of the sums of Group I 
and Group II. 
TABLE XXIX 
A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF THE ERRORS, BOTH ALPHABETICAL AND 
MISCELLANEOUS, MADE BY GROUP I, THE THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING 
STUD:E'NTS, AND GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR TYPEWRITING 
STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Difference 
Errors Group I Group II Group I Group II 
Er-rors made on a 56 97 41 
Errors made on b 31 50 19 
Errors made on c 32 43 11 
Errors made on d 51 93 42 
Errors made on e 77 123 46 
Errors made on t 32 58 26 
Errors made on g 29 52 23 
~rors made on h 31 68 37 
Errors made on i 50 72 22 
Errors made on j 19 32 
-
13 
Errors made on k 24 illt 10 Errors made on 1 29 15 
Errors made on m 20 ~ 22 Errors made on n 26 37 
Errors made on o 43 82 39 
Errors made on p 18 35 17 
Errors made on q 8 17 9 
Errors made on r ~~ 106 59 Errors made on s 94 39 
Errors made on t 55 101 46 
Errors made on u 28 ttA 21 Errors made on v 31 17 
Errors made on w 39 75 36 
Errors made on x 15 28 13 
Errors made on y 29 47 18 
Errors made on z 8 20 12 
Miscellaneous errors 131 420 289 
Sub-totals 
Alphabetical errors 883 1,573 690 
Miscellaneous errors 131 420 289 
Totals 1,014 1,993 979 
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R, E, T, D, and A. The one-year typewriting students made 
59 more errors than the three-year typewriting students 1n 
striking incorrect letters for R, 46 more errors in striking 
incorrect letters for E, 46 more errors in striking incorrect 
letters for T, 42 more errors in striking incorrect letters 
for D, and 41 more errors in striking incorrect letters for 
A. Group II, the one-year students, made 979 more errors 
(690 alphabetical and 289 miscellaneous) than Group I, the 
three-year students. Group I made 1,014 errors (883 alpha-
betical and 131 miscellaneous} and Group II made 1,993 errors 
(1,573 alphabetical and 420 miscellaneous). 
Table XXX presents the total number of times that each 
letter of the alphabet was struck for other letters or 
omitted by Group I, the three-year typewriting students. 
The outstanding errors according to frequency of occurrence 
were as follows: E was struck for W, 0 was struck for I, E 
was struck for D, E was struck for I, I was struck for E, B 
was struck for V, C was struck forD, 0 was struck for A, S 
was struck for c, S was struck for D, A was omitted, and E 
was omitted. An overview of the total table indicates that 
some errors, to some extent, are fairly well distributed 
throughout the total alphabet. 
Table XXXI presents the total number of times that eaCh 
letter of the alphabet was struck for other letters or 
omitted by Group II, the one-year typewriting students. The 
outstanding errors according to frequency of occurrence were 
TABLE XXX 
TOTAL ERRORS MADE BY GROUP I, THE THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, 
ON EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET IN TEN TIMED WRITING TE::lTS 
a b c d e -r g h 1 j k 1 m n 0 p q r s t u 
a was struck f or 2 2 6 _Y. 2 4 3 1 _4_ 3 
b was struck for 3 1 2 1 1 
c was struck '£or 2 1 9 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
d was struck for 1 8 8 4 1 6 2 4 6 3 
e was struck for 7 2 15 1 2 14 1 2 1 2 4. 1 _4_ 3 4 2 
f was struck for 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 3 3 
g was struck for 6 1 2 2 3 2 1 8 
h was struck for 2 7 j_ _4_ 2 3 3 2 2 
1 was struck for 2 14 1 1 4 3 7_ 1 2 3_ _7_ 
j was struck '£or 1 2 2 
k was struck for 5 1 3 3_ 2 1 _3_ 2 1 
1 was struck for 1 2 l l 4 7 1 l 2 
m was struck for 1 2 I 1 5 
n was struck for 1 2 2 1 1 1 6 2 4 1 7 3 2 4 
o was struck for 9 1 3 2 16 1 4 4 6 2 1 1 
p was struck for 2 2 2 2 3 1 
a was struck for 1 1 1 
r was struck for 3 1 8 8 3 1 1 1 2 3 4 3 6 1 
s was struck '£or 7 9 9 5_ 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 5 1 
t was struck for 2 2 5 3 5 2 2 1 4 1 2 1 1 8 6 3 
u was struck '£or 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 
v was struck for 2 1_ 3_ 2 1 1 
w was struck '£or 1 3 1 3 2 2 6 2 4 
x was struck '£or 2 1 1 5_ 
y was struck for 1 3 5 1 1 l 2 2 3 
z was struck for 2 1 
letters omitted 9 3 _ _3_ 3_ 9 2 3 6 5 L-1_ 4 2 4 6 1 7 8 6 3 
v w X 
9 
8 
1 3 
1 18 1 
5 
1 
3_ 
1 1 
3 
1 
8 7 
1 2 
2 
1 
1 
q._ 
1 2 
y 
3 
1 
6 
1 
1 
2 
6 
2 
3 
4 
z 
__Y._ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
........ 
<1' 
TABLE XXXI 
TOTAL ERRORS MADE BY GROUP II, THE ONE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, 
ON EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET I N TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
a b c d e f g · h 1 j k 1 m n 0 p q r s t u 
a was struck for 1 0..2 1 2 h. 6 7 2 9 h. 
b was struck for 1 8 3 3 2 1 
c was struck for 5 1 14 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 4 !J 1 
d was struck for 3 14. ~5 11 4 2 2 1 10 3 1 1 5 19 2 
e was struck for 13 3 2 32 2 3 21 2 2 2 3 8 1 19 5 15 2 
f was struck for 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 9 2 
g was struck for 10 2 5 h. 4. 1 1 1 15 
h was struck for 2 12 2 12 1 2 5 1 6 1 1 2 2 
1 was struck for 2 22 1 7 5 19 2 1 4 ~6 
i was struck for 1 1 6 1 1 
k was struck for 10 1 3 8 2 1 3 3 1 1 
1 was struck for 3 2 2 2 2 6 2 15 1 1 2 1 
m was struck for 2 1 2 15 1 20 1 1 
n was struck for 1 3 2 1 2 2 1U. 2 8 1 19 4 6 6 
o was struck for 17 5 7 2 23 9 2 10 11 4 
p was struck for 2 3 2 6 1 
a was struck for 1 1 
r was struck for 5 14 lb. 1 1 2 4 7 5 15 1 
s was struck for 14 12 17 h. 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 9 2 
t was struck for 3 2 6 4 114 3 2 1 8 3 2 2 3_0 1 3_ 
u was struck for 1 1 2 5 1 3 6 
v was struck for 4 15 6 2 1 2 
w was struck for 5 4 5 3 14 3 3 
x was struck for 2 h. 1 
y was struck for 1 1 7 1 11 2 3 1 5 9 
z was struck for 1 
letters oillitt_ed J l6_ _2__ ~ 6 16 u. · 5 12 8 3 5 7 ' 7 9 2 r13 10 13 5 
v w X y z 
1 3 1 9 
18 1 
12 _M._ 
2 
36 5 
6 
2 
~1 
1 
4 
3 
1 
7 2 
3 2 
14 13 
2 12 
3 8 
1 
1 
8 
-3 
-3 
1 9 
1 h. 6 l_ 
as follows: E was struck for W, E was struck for D, Twas 
struck for R, 0 was struck for I, I was struck for E, E was 
struck for I, M was struck for N, D was struck for s, E was 
struck for R, I was struck for o, N was struck for M, and 
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B was struck for V. An overview of the total table indicates 
that some errors, to some extent, are fairly well distributed 
throughout the total alphabet. 
Table XXXII presents a comparison of the frequency of 
occurrence of each letter of the alphabet and the total 
errors made on each letter by Group I, the three-year 
typewriting students, and Group II, the one-year typewriting 
students. The letters E, T, and A ranked one, two, and four 
in frequency of occurrence; one, 3.5, and two in errors made 
by Group I, the three-year students; and one, three, and 
four in errors made by Group II, the one-year students. The 
letters J, Q, and Z ranked 24, 25, and 26 in frequency of 
occurrence; 22, 25.5, and 25.5 in errors made by Group I, 
the three-year students; and 23, 26, and 25 in errors made 
by Group II, the one-year students. 
As shown in Table XXXIII, the greatest error differences 
in the two groups occurred 1n striking incorrect letters for 
R, E, T, D, and A. The one-year typewriting students made 
59 more errors than the three-year typewriting students in 
striking incorrect letters for R, 46 more errors in striking 
incorrect letters for E, 46 more errors in striking incorrect 
letters for T, 42 more errors in striking incorrect letters 
TABLE XXXII 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET AND 
THE TOTAL ERRORS MADE ON EACH LETTER BY GROUP I, THE 
THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, 
THE ONE-YEAR 'l'YPWRITING STUDENTS, 
IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
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Frequency Letter Frequency Total Errors Made Bi 
ot ot ot Group I Group I 
Occurrence Alphabet Occurrence 
Rank 
1 E 1,568 77 123 
2 T 1,30i 55 101 
3 0 1,05 43 82 ~ A 912 56 97 I 891 50 72 
6 H 822 26 63 
7 s 803 55 
16i 8 R 772 47 
9 H 660 31 68 
10 L 534 29 44 
11 u 472 28 49 12 D 420 51 9,3, 
13 c 332 32 43 
14 y 330 29 47 
15 F 327 32 58 
16 w 320 39 75 
17 p 276 18 35 18 M 251 20 ~ 19 G 220 29 20 B 218 31 50 
21 K 1~ 24 ~ 22 v 31 23 X 37 15 ~ J 36 19 32 Q 28 8 17 26 z 22 8 20 
Totals 12,840 883 1,573 
J 
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TABLE XXXIII 
ERROR DIFFERENCE OF EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET FOR GROUP I, 
THE THREE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, THE 
ONE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Error Letter Error Difference 
Difference of of 
Rank Alphabet Group I and Group II 
1.0 R 59 
2.5 E 46 
2.5 T 46 
4.0 D 42 
,5 . 0 A 4l 
6.5 0 39 
6.5 s 39 
8.5 H 37 
8.5 N 37 
10.0 w 36 
11.0 F 26 
12.0 G 23 
13.5 I 22 
13.5 M 22 
15.0 u 2l 
16.0 B 19 
17.0 y 18 
18.5 p 17 
18.5 v 17 
20.0 L 15 
21.5 J 13 
21.5 X 13 
23.0 z 12 
24.0 c 11 
25.0 K 10 
26.0 Q 9 
TABLE XXXIV 
CORRELATION BE'IWEEN THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET AND THE TOTAL ERRORS 
MADE ON EACH LETTER BY GROUP I, THE THREE-YEAR TYPRtffiiTING STUDENTS, IN TEN TIMED viRITING TESTS 
Letter Frequency Errors 
x2 y2 o£ of Made by X y XY 
Al,12habet Occurrence Grou;e I 
E 1#568 77 1#074.2 43.1 46,298.02 1,153,905.64 1,857.61 
T 1,30t 55 810.2 21.1 17,095.22 656,m.o4 4i5.21 0 1,05 43 562.2 9.1 5,116.02 316,06 .84 2.81 
A 912 56 418.2 22.1 9,242.22 174,891.?4 488.41 
I 891 50 397.2 16.1 6,394.92 157,767.84 259.21 
N 822 26 328.2 
- 7·9 - 2,592.78 107,715.24 62.41 s 803 55 309.2 21.1 6,524.12 95,604.64 41+5.21 
R 772 47 278.2 13.1 3,~.42 77,395.24 171.61 
H 660 31 166.2 
-
2.9 
-
4 1.98 27,622.41+ 8.41 
L 5.34 29 40.2 - 4·9 - 196.98 1,616.04 24.01 
u 472 28 
-
21.8 
- 5.9 128.62 475.24 34.81 
D 420 51 
-
73.8 17.1 
-
1,261.98 5,446.44 292.41 
c 332 32 
-
161.8 
-
1.9 307.t2 26,179.24 3.61 y 330 29 - 163.8 - 4·9 802. 2 26,830.4J+ 24.01 F 327 32 - 166.8 - 1.9 316.92 27,822.24 3.61 
w 320 39 - 173.8 5.1 - 886.38 30,206.~ 26.01 p 276 18 
-
217.8 - 15.9 3,463.02 47,436. 4 252.81 
M 251 20 
-
242.8 - 13.9 3,374.92 58,951.84 193.21 
G 220 29 
-
273.8 
- 4·9 1,341.62 7~,966.it ~.01 B 218 31 
-
275.8 
-
2.9 799.82 7 ,065. 
·41 
K ~ 24 - 351.8 - 9.9 3,482.82 123,763.24 98.01 v 31 - 406.8 - 2.9 1,179.72 165,i86.24 8.4J. X 37 15 
-
456.8 - 18.9 8,633.52 208, 66.?4 357.21 
J 36 19 
-
457.8 
- 14·9 6,821.22 209,580.84 222.01 
Q 28 8 
- 465.8 - 25.9 12,064.22 216,969.64 670.81 
z 22 8 
- 471.8 - 25.9 12,219.62 222,595.24 670.81 
Total 12,840 883 + 1.2 + 1.6 143,830.92 4,290,453.44 6,735.06 (X) 
.... 
Mean 493.8 33.9 165,017.41+ 259.04 
r =.846 
TABLE "XXXV 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET AND THE TOTAL ERRORS 
MADE ON EACH LETTER BY GROUP II 1 THE ONE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS 1 IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Letter Frequency Errors 
x2 y2 of of Made by X y XY 
Alphabet Occurrence Group II 
E 11568 123 11074.2 62.5 671137-50 111531905.64 3,906.25 
T 1130i 101 810.2 40.5 321813.10 656~4~·04 1,6i0.25 0 1,05 82 562.2 21.5 12,087.30 316,06 .84 4 2.25 
A 912 97 418.2 36.5 15,264.30 1741891.24 1,332.25 
I 891 72 397.2 11.5 4,567.80 157,767.84 132.25 
N 822 63 328.2 2.5 820.50 107,715.24 6.25 
s 803 
16i 
309.2 33.5 10,358.20 95,604.64 1,122.25 
R 772 278.2 45-5 12,658.10 77,395-24 2,070.25 
H 660 68 166.2 1·5 1,~6.50 27,622.44 56.25 
L 534 44 40 . 2 - 16.5 - 6 3.30 1,616.04 272.25 
u 472 49 
-
21.8 
- 11.5 250.70 475-24 132.25 
D 420 93 - 73.8 32.5 - 2,398.,50 51446.44 11056.25 
c 332 43 - 161.8 - 17 .5 2,831.50 26,179 .24 306.25 y 330 47 - 163.8 - 13.5 2,211.30 26,830.44 182 . 25 
F 327 58 
-
166.8 
-
2.5 417.00 27,822.24 6.25 
w 320 75 - 173.8 14.5 - 2,520.10 30,206.~ 210.25 p 276 35 - 217.8 - 25.5 5,553.90 47,436. 4 650.25 
M 251 ~ - 242.8 - 18.5 4,491.80 58,951.84 342.25 G 220 - 273.8 - 8.5 2,~27.30 7i,966.~ 72.25 B 218 50 
-
275.8 - 10.5 2, 95.90 7 ,065. 110.25 
K 1~ ~ - 351.8 - 26.5 9,322.70 123,763.24 702.25 v - 406.8 - 12.5 5,085 . 00 165,i86.24 156.25 
X 37 28 
-
456.8 - 32.5 14,846.00 2081 66.24 1,056.25 
J 36 32 
-
457.8 - 28.5 13,0~7.30 2091580.84 812.25 Q 28 17 
-
465.8 - 43.5 20,2 2.30 216,969.64 11892.25 
z 22 20 
-
471.8 - 40.5 19,107.90 222,595.24 1,640.25 
Total 12,840 1,573 + 1.2 o.o 254,022.00 4,2901453·44 201328.50 0> 
1\) 
Mean 493.8 60.5 165,017.44 781.86 
r =.86 
TABLE XXXVI 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE ERRORS MADE BY GROUP I, THE THREE-YEAR 'l'YP»>RITING STUDENTS, AND GROUP II, 
THE ONE-YEAR TYPEWRITING STUDENTS. ON EACH LETTmt OF THE ALPHABET IN TEN TIMED WRITING TESTS 
Letter Errors Errors 
x.2 y2 or Made by Made by X y XY 
AlJ2habet Grou:e I Grou;e II 
E 77 123 43.1 62.5 2,693.75 1,857.61 3,906.25 
A 56 97 22.1 36.5 806.65 488.41 1,332.25 
s 55 94 21.1 33.5 ~06.85 445.21 1,122.25 T 55 101 21.1 40.5 54.55 445.21 1,640.25 
D 51 93 17.1 32.5 555.15 292.41 1,056.25 
I 50 72 16.1 11.5 185.15 259.21 132.25 
R 47 106 13.1 45.5 596.05 171.61 2,070.25 0 43 82 9.1 21.5 195.65 82.81 462.25 
w 39 75 5.1 14.5 73.95 26.01 210.25 
c 32 43 - 1.9 - 17.5 33.25 3.61 306.25 
F 32 58 
-
1.9 
-
2.5 4·75 ~.61 6.25 B 31 50 
-
2.9 - 10.5 30.45 
·41 110.25 H 31 68 
-
2.9 1·5 - 21.75 8.41 56.25 v 31 48 
-
2.9 - 12.5 36.25 8.41 156.25 G 29 52 
- 4·9 - 8.5 41.65 24.01 72.25 
L 29 ~ - 4·9 - 16.5 80.85 24.01 272.25 y 29 - 4.9 - 13.5 66.15 24.01 182.25 
u 28 ~j - 5.9 - 11.5 67.85 J4.8l 132.25 N 26 
-
7.9 2.5 
-
19.75 62.41 6.25 
K 24 .34 - 9.9 - 26.5 262.35 98.01 702.25 
M 20 42 - 13.9 - 18.5 257.15 193.21 34,2.25 
J 19 32 
- J.4.9 - 28.5 424.65 222.01 812.25 p 18 35 - 15.9 - 25.5 ~05.45 252.81 650.25 X 15 28 - 18.9 - 32.5 ~.25 357.21 1,056.25 Q 8 17 - 25.9 
- 43·5 1,1 .65 670.81 1,892.25 
z 8 20 
- 25.9 - 40.5 1,048.95 670.81 1,640.25 
Total 883 1,573 + 1.6 o.o 11,127.50 6,735.06 20,328.50 ()) \.U 
Mean 33.9 60.5 259.04 781.86 
r =.95 
tor D, and 41 more errors in striking incorrect letters tor 
A. 
Table XXXIV shows the correlation between the frequency 
of occurrence ot each letter of the alphabet and the frequency 
of errors made on each letter by Group I, the three-year 
typewriting students, in the ten timed writing tests • The 
coefficient of correlation, as computed by the Pearson 
product-moment method, was .846. 
Table XXXV shows the correlation between the frequency ot 
occurrence of each letter of the alphabet and the frequency of 
errors made on each letter by Group II, the one-year typewrit-
ing students, in the ten t~ed writing tests. The coefficient 
of correlation, as computed by the Pearson product-moment 
method, was .86. 
As shown in Table XXXVI, a coefficient of correlation of 
.95 existed between the errors made by Group I, the three-year 
typewriting students, and the errors made bJ Group II, the 
one-year typewriting students, 1n the ten timed writing tests. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to analyze and to compare 
the errors of a one-year typewriting group with the errors 
of a three-year typewriting group in typing selected timed 
writing tests. 
This chapter summarizes the important findings in this 
study: 
1. The letters of the alphabet and the frequency of 
occurrence in the ten timed writing tests were: E, 1,568; 
T, 1,304; 0, 1,056; A, 912; I, 891; N, 822; S, 803; R, 772; 
H, 660; L, 534; U, 472; D, 420; C, 332; Y, 330; F, 327; W, 
320; P, 276; M, 251; G, 220; B, 218; K, 142; V, 87; X, 37; 
J, 36; Q, 28; and Z, 22. 
2. In the ten timed writing tests, the total frequency 
of occurrence of the letters of the alphabet was 12,840 and 
the total number of strokes was 16,236 (Appendix A through J), 
a difference of 3,396 strokes for punctuation, special Charac-
ters, and spacing between words. 
3· Of the total number of letters in the ten timed 
writing tests, 54.6 per cent of the letters were struck with 
the ten letter keys on the third row of the typewriter, 31 
per cent were struck with the nine letter keys on the second 
row, and 13.7 per cent were struck with the seven letter 
keys on the first row. 
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Of the total number of letters in this study, 37.5 per cent 
were struck with the third row letters E, T, O, and I, 
ranking one, two, three, and five in frequency of occurrence. 
4· Of the 12,840 total letters in the ten timed writing 
tests, 7,370 or 57 per cent had to be typed with the lett 
hand and 5,470 or 42 per cent had to be typed with the right 
hand, a difference of 1,900 or 15 per cent. 
5. The six highest ranking letters according to 
frequency of occurrence in the tests, E, T, O, A, I, and N, 
appeared more often than the remaining 20 letters combined. 
6. For each time that the lowest-frequency ranking 
letter Z appeared in the ten timed writing tests, the letter 
E appeared 71 times; the T, 59 times; the 0, 48 times; the 
A, 41 times; the I, 40 times; and the N, 37 times. 
1· The letter E occurred more often than the following 
ten low-frequency letters combined: P, M, G, B, K, v, X, J, 
Q, and z. 
8. A greater number of different letter substitutions 
were made for A, E, o, s, and T than any other letters of 
the alphabet. Twenty different incorrect letters were struck 
tor A, 18 tor E, 18 for O, 17 for S, and 17 for T. 
9. The most outstanding errors according to frequency 
of occurrence for the three-year typewriting students were 
as follows: E was struck tor W, 0 was struck tor I, E was 
struck for D, E was struck tor I, I was struck tor E, B 
was struck tor V, C was struck tor D, 0 was struck tor A, 
S was struck tor c, S was struck tor D, A was omitted, and 
E was omitted. 
10. The most outstanding errors according to frequency 
ot occurrence tor the one-year typewriting students were as 
follows: E was struck tor W, E was struck for D, Twas 
struck for R, 0 was struck for I, I was struck for E, E was 
struck tor I, M was struck for N, D was struck for s, E was 
struck for R, I was struck tor O, N was struck for M, B was 
struck tor V, 0 was struck for A, S was struck forD, A was 
omitted, and E was omitted. 
11. Comparing the two groups, the error which ranked 
first tor both groups was striking the letter E for W. 
Striking the letters T tor R, M for N, N for M, D for s, 
E for R, and I tor 0 were frequent errors for the one-year 
students but not for the three-year students; and striking 
the letter S for C was a frequent error for the three-year 
students but not for the one-year students. The other 
outstanding errors made by both groups were similar, although 
the one-year students made a greater number of errors on 
these frequent difficulties than the three-year group. 
12. In the letters of the alphabet, the greatest error 
differences in the two groups occurred in striking incorrect 
letters for R, E, T, D, and A. 
13. The most outstanding letters that were struck 
instead of the correct letters by the three-year typewriting 
students were E, S, T, 0, R, and D. The total tor each 
letter was as follows: E, 88; s, 60; T, 57; o, 51; R, 48; 
and D, 47. 
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14. The most outstanding letters that were struck 
instead of the correct letters by the one-year typewriting 
students were E, T, s, D, o, and I. The total for eaCh 
letter was as follows: E, 176; T, 104; S, 97; D, 95; O, 91; 
and I, 80. 
15. The greatest miscellaneous error dif£erences in 
the two groups occurred in transposing, added letters, and 
faulty use of the s~ft key. The one-year students made 
69 more errors in transposing than the three•year students, 
47 more errors in added letters, and 24 more errors in 
faulty use of the shift key. 
16. In the ten timed writing tests, the one-year 
students made 979 more errors (690 alphabetical and 289 
miscellaneous) than the three-year students. The three-year 
students made 1,014 errors (883 alphabetical and 131 miscella-
neous) and the one-year students made 1,993 errors (1,573 
alphabetical and 420 miscellaneous). The one·year students 
made approximately twice as many errors as the three-year 
students. 
17. Of the total number of letter errors made by both 
groups, 2,456 (883 for the three-year students and 1,573 for 
the one-year studentsh the three-year students made 566 
errors or 23 per cent with the lett hand and 317 errors or 
13 per cent with the right hand; and the one-year students 
made 1,005 errors or 41 per cent with the left hand and 
568 errors or 23 per cent with the right hand. 
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18. The outstanding letters that had a close relation-
ship between frequency of occurrence and frequency of errors 
for both groups were E, T, A, J, Q, and z. In the two 
groups, the letter E had a rank or one in both frequency of 
occurrence and frequency of errors in the ten timed writing 
tests. 
19. In the ten timed writing tests, the coefficients 
or correlations were (1) .846 between the number of errors 
made by the three-year typewriting students and the frequency 
or occurrence or each letter or the alphabet, (2) .86 between 
the number or errors made by the one-year typewriting 
students and the frequency or occurrence or eaCh letter or 
the alphabet, and (3) .95 between the number or errors made 
by the three-year students and the number of errors made by 
the one-year students. 
Recommendations 
With this frequency or occurrence study of each letter 
or the alphabet as a basis, this study should be repeated 
with a greater number of students from several high schools. 
Research work should be continued on the preparation of 
remedial drills for both hands in general and the left hand 
in particular, due to the ract that in the ten timed writing 
tests used in this study, 15 per cent more of the letters had 
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to be typed with the left hand and both groups made a great 
many more errors with the left hand than with the right hand. 
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When you are to type on the control level, drop back in 
speed five words or so below your skill-building rate--a drop 
back of at least ten words below your forced speed. This is the 
way to practice when you are learning to type new forms and when 
you are working to build skill in typing office materials. This 
is the level for building skill in action typing--in typing 
material other than paragraphs. This level of typing is good 
when errors are to be counted against you or when all errors can 
be corrected. 
When typing on the control level, you should type at least 
five words slower than the skill-building level, about ten words 
below the forced speed on one-minute writings. This is the level 
of typing to use when the work is to be handed in for record. 
Marks are usually given on the basis of your control level typing. 
It is not expected that your rate will be your highest, but it is 
expected that you will produce work at a usable rate and with a 
high degree of accuracy. Each level of typing is important, but 
the control level is the one that will pay the real dividends when 
you work in an office. You should build the highest speed you can 
build in the time you have for practice, but more important than 
speed is the control that is a part of your typing mastery. 
Practice in the right way and with the right purpose for high 
basic skill, and your production on the control level will be 
good.l STROKES 1420 
1tessenberry, D. D., and Crawford, T. James, 20th CENTURY 
Typewriting, Sixth Edition, South-Western PublishingiCompany, 
Cincinnati, 1952, p. 107. 
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This is an age and an era in which we are quite likely to 
give too much importance to getting money and in which we are 
prone to give too little thought to the real value of money. All 
of us are rich in time, rich in abilities rarely used to the 
fullest extent, and rich in opportunities to accomplish something 
useful. Such riches are far greater in value than mere money, 
but we do not realize their intrinsic worth. If we would just 
take stock of what we have and what we are and what we desire to 
be, we would find that the things that have true value are the 
things that all may possess. 
In taking stock of our personal assets, we must rank high in 
the list of our possessions those qualities that have to do with 
real values. We should not want to accumulate money just for the 
sake of money, but we should want to have money for the sound 
social use that can be made of it. We do not need time in order 
that we may squander more hours, but we need to use time more 
intelligently in order that we may enrich life. We should not 
want to extend our abilities in order that we may dazzle our 
little world with a vain show of brilliance; but we need greater 
capacity to do, in order that we may add to the total wealth of 
the world. 
Wealth is not made up just of assets known as stocks and 
bonds and cash and real estate. We are beginning to realize 
that the true wealth of a man can be found by taking stock of 
his ideas and ideals, of his habits and attitudes, of his regard 
for the fine things in life, and of his understanding of his 
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relationship to others. If a man excels in these things , we may 
be quite sure that he has true wealth. When he makes the shift 
in emphasis from money to ideals, he begins to achieve a sense 
of va1ues . 1 STROKES 17 51 
1Ibid., P. 168. 
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Letters tell the story of what is to be sold, and they 
handle the details of credit and collection. If they are poor, 
the effect will show in the volume of business. There are many 
kinds of letters and each may have a slant all its own. Letters 
of power, though, have some things in common. Look at a sales 
letter, for instance. The first requisite of a good sales 
letter is that it be worded to persuade, just as the letter that 
refuses credit must be tactfully worded to hold good will. You 
can't refuse credit bluntly and still hope to get the cash 
order. Besides, a poor risk now may be nin the money" next 
month or next year. Most businessmen realize that it pays to 
build good will for their company through the right kind of 
letters. 
Every letter is a sales letter even though it is written 
about credit, the collection of an account, or an adjustment on 
a shipment. The customer should always be sold on the company 
with which he is dealing. This is frequently done best through 
the letters that deal with the many phases of business transac-
tions. If a letter has the "you attitude" and is couched in 
clear, tactful, and friendly language, it is a true sales letter 
no matter with what subject it deals. Writers of good letters 
are made and not born; they learn through study and practice. 
The writer of a good letter must know the facts about which he 
is writing; next, he must take time to think through the ideas 
he wants to express; and he must be sure to say what he wants 
to say in a way that will give the desired effect. You can 
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learn something of how to write good letters if you study with 
zeal those that you are to type in these lessons.l STROKES ~670 
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The man who said "Only two things are certain--death and 
taxes" forgot something. It is just as certain that you will 
never have time to do all the things you need to do unless you 
establish the habit of using your time fully. It always seems 
so futile to say this to students or to beginning workers. Most 
young people seem to feel that they can beat the game ; but when 
the day of reckoning is upon them, they rush around trying to do 
two things at once and succeeding superbly in doing neither at 
all well. The last-minute rush that characterizes the worker 
who fails to plan his work could be avoided if adequate practice 
in planning for work were part of school training . 
Few offices have a standard of accuracy that is at all like 
the one set for most schools . True , most employment tests still 
make use of the timed writing as one part of the measurement of 
job competency; but office skill is often measured in terms of 
how much usable work can be turned out in a given time . At 
first some allowance is made for the nervousness of the inexpe-
rienced worker and for the learning that must be a part of the 
job. The usual instructions to the beginner are quite brief . 
It is taken for granted that one who is ready for a job will 
have the power to adapt himself to the office way of doing 
things. In spite of the fact tha·t all studies of adjustments 
show that the new worker needs a great deal of help in getting 
started at his work, office managers have little organized help 
ror him in his first job . l STROKES 1515 
lrbid., pp. 249-250. 
-
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Office work is not "cut and dried"--work that must be borne 
for the sake of a small wage. An office is a place where you can 
work out your business future, mature in personal qualities, and 
serve the public as well as any other citizen. Many office jobs 
require constant work under pressure. If you have not really 
learned how to stand up under the demand of maximum production, 
put yourself to that test without delay. 
In an office, employers usually rate workers on the basis of 
of how much they can do plus the kind of persons they are. 
Expert copying speed is just a means to an end, and the end is 
the ability to transfer this speed to the typing of business 
forms, such as letters, invoices, and reports. Production is 
what counts when it comes to the measurement of your work; but 
your character traits enter into the extent of your fitness for 
quick promotion. Do not minimize skill, but do not overlook the 
need of a poised and balanced personality. 
Businessmen declare that the typist must be able to do a 
day's work judged by business standards. The size of the salary 
check will depend on how much, as well as how well, the typist 
does. It is not always true that the ch~pion speed typist is 
the champion office worker. When other considerations are equal, 
though, the worker who has expert skill in typing will be able to 
command a better place in the business world than the worker who 
has just average skill. Nowhere is speed more needed than in 
business, but there must be accuracy with the speed. Business 
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does not forgive quickly the one who fails to correct his 
work. l STROKES 1597 
1 Ibid., p. 277. 
j 
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In many offices typists must make multiple carbons of their 
work. Those who use carbons quite often learn by experience 
just how to avoid getting carbon smudges on their fingers and 
then transferring these smudges to the paper. One way in which 
to handle carbons without getting the fingers smeared is to fold 
back the corners of the carbon sheet so that it can be held 
without the carbonized surface being touched. If the corners are 
folded back, it is relatively easy to remove the carbon sheets 
from the pack of papers by taking hold of the papers at a corner 
and gently shaking the carbon sheets free. The carbon sheets 
can also be shaken from the pack of papers if the corners of the 
carbons are cut off. The carbon sheets can also be inserted 
between the paper after the paper has been rolled into the 
machine just enough for the feed rolls to grip it, with the ends 
of the carbon sheets extending below the paper. The carbon 
sheets can then be removed by pulling them out at one time. 
When you insert a pack made up of sheets of paper and 
carbons, you can put it in evenly if you will place it under the 
flap of an envelope. Quite often a thick pack of carbons and 
paper will cause one or more of the carbons to wrinkle and thus 
will make many streaks on the copies that are next to the carbon-
ized surfaces. One way to avoid this is to depress the paper-
release lever just after the pack is inserted into the typewriter 
and before it is twirled all the way around the platen. When 
the paper-release lever is depressed, the feed roll2 release the 
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grip on the paper and the pressure is evenly distributed after the 
release lever is returned to its normal position. l STROKES ~679 
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If you were to apply for an office position now, what skillE 
do you possess that would cause a businessman to want to employ 
you? What can you do reasonably well, and what can you do 
exceedingly well? You must judge your abilities in terms of 
office standards. The question is not what you want but what you 
can do . If your typewriting production rate is high, that is one 
office skill that you should emphasize when you apply for a posi-
tion. Think now of the probable demands that will be made upon 
you in your very first office experience, and undertake to build 
the skills in your fingers and the qualities in your mind and 
heart that will make for easy and quick occupational adjustment . 
One of the first things asked an applicant for a position 
is about his experience . This is very true when trained workers 
exceed the number of positions . At such a time the pattern 
seems to be that there is no work without experience, yet no 
experience without work. Not all firms insist on work experi-
ence when taking on new office help; but most men realize that 
experience adds to the skill of the employee. For one thing , 
work habits grow on the job. More , some of the job adjustments 
that must be made are taken care of through a few months of good 
hard work. So work experience has come to be required for some 
jobs and found desirable for others that call for competence and 
judgment.1 STROKES 1395 
1 Ibid. , p. 293. 
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Work right. This is important. Some day you will find that 
the size of your monthly pay check will be fixed to a large 
extent by the way you work. Of course, what you are--the person 
you are--is ju.st as important as anything else even when it 
comes to getting and holding an office position. The good old 
qualities of mind and heart and soul--dependability, loyalty, 
intelligence, and the ability to get along with others--are still 
in demand in business. Without these qualities, even a good 
worker finds it hard to fit into the life of a busy office. 
Right work habits are made up of many small things. You 
must be prompt in assembling your work materials. You must plan 
your work before you try to type it. You need to develop the 
power to visualize the finished job so that you can check on the 
adequacy of your plans. These things will help to make the right 
work habits. In addition, the right kind of creative imagination 
will be a help to you. You should not expect all of your work to 
be inherently interesting. Typing a long tabulated report may 
not have any interest for you; but do your job well. No matter 
what the job is, it should have a great deal of interest for you. 
Use your creative imagination to surround your work with the 
interest that comes from doing it well. 
There is work for you to do. Your job is to get ready for 
it. Low-level positions paying low wages call for low-level 
ability. If you have exercised much thought and devoted much 
energy to building in your mind and your spine right work habits, 
useful office skills, and sound personal qualities, you will find 
7 
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your right place in business when you are ready for it. Be 
prepared to meet the exacting demands of office work, and you will 
grow in usefulness and value to the business. To meet these 
demands, you must have physical energy, mental alertness, and a 
strong faith in your ability to measure up to the responsibilities. 
Know what you can do now and determine what you must do in the 
remaining period of your training so that you will be ready to take 
your place as an efficient worker in a business organization.l 
STROKES 2125 
1 Ibid., pp. 311-312. 
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Learn to proofread with exactness. Know when your w.ork is 
right and when it must be corr ected. Businessmen are too busy to 
have to correct every piece of work done, yet this is frequently 
necessary if they want to be sure that the material is accurate. 
Speed in production typing is needed, of course; but the ability 
to find and correct errors and to know that the work is right or 
wrong is much more important than high speed. There will be a 
direct relation between your production rate and the size of 
your pay check. You are now establishing work habits and 
building typing skills that will determine the salary you will 
get when you go to work in an office . Be certain that you 
establish the habit of proofreading all of your work carefully. 
Don't be just half right--always know that your work is entirely 
right . 
Some students fail to realize that they must proofread 
their class typing just as they will proofread their office 
typing. The habit of being exact in this does not come just 
because the office situation demands it, especially if it has 
been the practice in the classroom to overlook errors . All too 
often work is marked by the teacher, discussed in class, then 
thrown away by the student before improvement in quality or in 
rate of work is shown. Reports are typed with figures in the 
wrong column, total unchecked, and other errors made that will 
never be permitted in business . Some businessmen feel that the 
beginning worker is a liability for some months . You can make 
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your first work easier if you will learn to find and correct 
your errors.l STROKES 1582 
1Ibid., PP· 31-5-316. 
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There are many ways to build typing skill and no one best 
way for all of us. Each of us can discover the right way to 
type so that maximum power will be realized in the least possible 
time. Learning to type is a very individual problem. If you 
want to reach out into new speed areas, just push yourself into 
more rapid fingering patterns when typing for a minute. You 
will know when you are pushing yourself too rapidly. If you type 
with continuity, you are using the right stroking pattern for you. 
When you feel considerable tension in your typing practice, that 
will be the cue for a change in the purpose as well as the 
procedure of practice. A short writing under time is a good 
device for forcing your typing pattern to change to a quite rapid 
one, but it is not a measure of your typing power. 
It appears extremely simple when you think about what has to 
be done to type well. The copy is placed in the usual position; 
the typewriter is the one you have been accustomed to using; you 
read the copy and type what you read. That is the simple truth, 
but it is not exactly the unadulterated truth. There wouldn't be 
any more to it than the very simple statement that you just type 
what you see if it were not for the significant fact that each of 
us is a human being. While many of us generally do things in 
somewhat the same way, each of us frequently does things in a 
vastly different way. That is why we are so human. We frequent-
ly fail to realize the significance of this statement.l 
STROKES 1502 
1 Ibid.' p. 322. 
